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Appeal results
in suspension
by Ellen Zlmmerll
staff reporter

The decision to remove Kenneth Mercer from Public Safety
/Police was modified to a 60-day
suspension.
Howard D. Silver, a law judge
of the State Personnel Board of
Review, made this decision after Mercer appealed the removal on Feb. 7.
Mercer was removed from
duty Dec. 10,1964, under allegations of failure of good behavior
and/or dishonesty. He was alleged to have made "improper
advances" toward a University
coed, Elena Brownson, on Nov.
14,1964.
On that date, Mercer and
Brownson conversed at Milton's, 104 S. Main St., while
Mercer was off-duty and in civilian clothes, according to the
board's report. Brownson had
approached Mercer, saying she
knew him from a previous automobile accident.
They talked for a half-hour to
an hour, during which time
Mercer discussed his police
work with Brownson, showed
her a bullet and met her boyfriend, the report said. Although
Brownson said she told Mercer
she was a University student
during this time, Mercer denied
being told this.
AT THE END of the conversation, Brownson told her boyfriend, Michael Titmuss, she was
hungry and was going to get

something to eat, but that she
would return to listen to a band
at the bar.
There is disagreement between Mercer and Brownson
concerning what happened when
Brownson prepared to leave.
Brownson said she did not
leave the bar with Mercer, but
that he approached her and offered to drive her to the restaurant. She thanked him but said
her car was parked nearby and
she would drive herself. Mercer
said his car was closer, he would
drive her there and then bring
her back. Again, she declined.
The report said Brownson accepted the ride when Mercer
offered again, provided she was
brought back immediately.
Mercer testified that he just
happened to be leaving at the
same time and offered her a
ride.
While driving to McDonald's restaurant on South Main
Street. Mercer opened the console between the seats and
showed Brownson his gun.
Because the South Main McDonald's was closed, they went
to McDonald's on Wooster
Street.
AFTER LEAVING the drivethru , Mercer turned down
Mercer Road, the report said.
When Brownson noticed they
were not heading back toward
the bar, she asked where they
were going.
Mercer said he told Brownson
he was going to show her a part
• See Appeal, page 3.

Asian lesson

Yuklta Myata, a student at Findlay College, gave the second graders at Conneaut Elementary School, Bowling Green, a
presentation on Japanese culture. Myata appeared In Kip Hollstein's second grade class. Hollsteln Is a student teacher from
BGSO and asked Myata. who came wearing national costume, to help him teach the class about the foreign culture.

West Germany warned about arms plan
MOSCOW (AP) - The Soviet Union
yesterday warned West Germany
against taking part in President Reagan's program to build space weapons,
saying the "Star Wars" plan could
torpedo the upcoming superpower
arms talks.
Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko,
in 4to hours of talks with his West
German counterpart, Hans-Dietrich
Genscher, said the Kremlin would
view the Bonn government as "an
accomplice'' in violating the 1972 antiballistic missile treaty if it helped
develop the "Star Wars" weapons, the

Director
of UAO

resigns

Soviet news agency Tass reported.
After the meeting, Genscher told a
Moscow news conference the U.S.-Soviet talks scheduled to begin March 12
in Geneva, Switzerland, ''could open a
new chapter in East-West relations."
But the West German minister held
out little hope that arms control
agreements would be achieved swiftly.
GENSCHER'S VISIT to Moscow had
been hastily arranged. Just a few
hours before he left Bonn on Sunday
for a previously scheduled trip to Finland, it was announced he would be

making a stopover in the Soviet capital. Asked about this yesterday, tie
said only that both sides had deemed it
a good opportunity to continue dialogue.
In recent weeks, Kremlin officials
have mounted a campaign against the
US. Strategic Defense Initiative program, visiting Western capitals and
repeatedly denouncing the Reagan
plan in the Soviet media.
US. Defense Secretary Caspar
Weinberger said last month Washington would welcome West Germany's
help in developing the advanced mis-

and deployment of such defensive systems.
THE SOVIETS have insisted that
offensive missiles and space weapons
be given equal weight in the upcoming
Geneva arms control talks.
In his talks with Genscher, Gromyko
also called on the Bonn government to
halt deployment of U.S. medium-range
nuclear missiles on West German territory, weapons NATO says are needed
to counter a threat from Soviet SS-20
missiles.

■ftps.

Flexers flaunt physiques at contest
by Dina Horwedel
wire editor

by Benjamin Marriaon
news editor

Thomas Misuraca has resigned as director of the University Activities Organization.
Misuraca, UAO director for
more than five years, said yesterday that he stepped down "to
pursue employment elsewhere." He would not give specifics on his career
opportunities.
Karen Sederstrom, graduate
staff associate for UAO, said she
knew nothing of the specifics of
Mlauraca's resignation.
Sederstrom also said she did
not know who would become the
new director, or who was in
charge at this time. "I don't
know anything about that," she
said, "you'll have to talk to Greg
DeCrane."
DeCrane, assistant vice president for student affairs, student
activities and orientation, would
not comment on the reason(s)
Misuraca resigned.
"ALL I CAN tell you is what is
on his resignation ... to pursue
employment elsewhere, DeCrane said.
Misuraca's resignation came
as a "complete surprise" to
DeCrane.ltJs effective March 9.
A national search will begin "as
soon as possible" to find a replacement.
• See UAO, page 5.

sile defenses. The West Germans say
they have received no concrete invitation to take part
"West Germany's joining In 'research work' to create strike outer
space weapons, Andrei Gromyko said,
would actually make it an accomplice
in violation of the treaty on anti-ballistic missile defense and thus the torpedoing of the whole process of the
limitation and reduction of nuclear
weapons," Tass said after the Gromyk&Genscher meeting.
Tne US.-Soviet anti-ballistic missile
treaty sharply limits the development
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Randall Wilson

BG News/Joa Phatan

Oily muscles _
the spotlight, the new i
ins Mr. BGSU and
BGSU were announced Saturday at the third annual
physique contest.
This year the contest,
sponsored by the Weightiifting Club, was slightly different. This was the first year
that women competed. Although only three women
participated, the audience
went wild as they completed
their mandatory and freestyle poses.
Karen McKee, a senior
computer science major,
and Randall Wilson, a junior
construction technology major, were named Ms.
and Mr. BGSU, respectively.
Wilson impressed the
judges more than any other
participant He not only received the title of Mr. BGSU,
but also the best chest, best
legs and most muscular
awards.
The contestants had to
complete mandatory poses
for the judges. The poses
included flexing muscles in
the arms, legs, chest and
back. Contestants then
posed freestyle, in which
they did their favorite poses
to music. The women added

Karen McKee

BG News/ Joe I

• See Physique, page S.
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-EditorialRevise state bill
To stay one step ahead of the competition, one
always has to think of the future.
Apparently, the University Board of Trustees
members were looking ahead when they decided to
place two students on the board full-time.
There is a bill before the Ohio House of Representatives that would require university boards of
trustees to have two non-voting students as members.
Undergraduate Student Government President
Bob Wade, one of two student board members, said
the bill is necessary because it would increase the
trustees' awareness of what is going on at each
university.
We agree.
It should be required of each state university to
have two - if not more - students on their respective
boards. The students may not necessarily have
voting power; the students' input could shed new
light on controversial subjects.
However, we do have a problem with the new
bill: the students would be appointed by the governor.
What does the governor know about a student at
this or any university? In practically all cases,
nothing.
The bill is without any stipulations on the governor's selection process - with the exception of
noting that the Ohio Senate would advise and
consent to the decision. The governor might as well
pull a name from a hat and hope the student does a
decent job.
The University's arrangement at this time is far
superior to the one before the House.
The selection of the University's student representatives is not in the hands of the governor.
Instead, the president of USG and the Graduate
Student Senate (Kory Tilgner) are automatically
on the board.
If the bill is changed to allow the individual
universities to decide who is on the board, we will
fully endorse it.

Just a child's game
tarian governments that are not
chosen by the people."
"What's the legal basis for
When President Reagan was making a government cry 'unasked last week if be intended to cle'?"
"The present policy is not
overthrow the Sandinista government in Nicaragua, the pres- predicated on legal grounds but
ident replied he wouldn't if they moral ones. The president believes we have a moral duty to
said "uncle."
help people ring about freedom
"What does he mean by in their country and overthrow
that?" I asked my reliable State the tyranny from the left by
Department source.
covert force."
''Remember when you were a
"What about tyranny from the
boy and you wrestled another right?"
kid to the ground? The first one
''We only deal with tyranny
who cried uncle' lost. Then the from the right by quiet diplowinner got up without breaking macy. If we made a right-wing
the loser's arm."
![overnment say 'uncle' publicly
"What has that got to do with
t might bt replaced by a leftNicaragua?"
wing government, and that is
"It's our new foreign policy. something we have to avoid at
We're willing to let any country all costs.1*
exist as long as it cries 'uncle.'
"How much will it take to
"How do you get Nicaragua to make the Nicaraguans cry 'uncry 'uncle'?"
cle'?"
'"The best way is to support
"The president wants $14 milthe 'freedom fighters' who are lion to help the freedom fighters
trying to overthrow the govern- make the Sandinistas throw in
ment there. Since Congress is the towel."
reluctant to put up the money to
"That doesn't sound like a lot
make the Sandinistas scream of money. Does he really believe
'uncle,' the president is taking the Nicaraguans will cry 'uncle'
his case to the American people. if we give the opposition $14
He and Secretary of State million?"
George Schultz have warned
"No, but it will get our feet
that if Congress won't support wet. Once they use it up then the
this country's Uncle Doctrine president can go back to Conthen we may wind up in an gress and ask for some real
endless darkness of Communist money to overthrow the Manatyranny."
gua government. If money
doesn't do it, then we may have
"If our policy is to make totali- to send in American boys to do
tarian countries cry 'uncle,' why the job right. It won't be the first
don't we overthrow the govern- time American troops made the
Nicaraguans say 'uncle.'"
ment of Chile?"
"If we're going to go to that
"We cant go into Chile because the military regime there much trouble to overthrow a
is on our side. Nicaragua, on the Communist regime in our hemiother hand, fits the ideological sphere, why don't we knock off
profile and is just the right size, Cuba?"
"Because if we tried to overprovided we rive their freedom
fighters the strength to wrestle throw Castro it might bring in
the present government to the the Soviets. Then the question of
who cries 'uncle' first might be
ground."
"Why don't we make South superfluous."
Art Buchwald is a columnist for
Korea cry 'uncle'?"
"Because our 'uncle' policy is the Los Angeles Times Syndionly aimed at Communist totali- cate.
■ THE BG NEWSby Art Buchwald
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A win for true conservatives

Court's 'oops' corrects error
states are exercising "traditional governmental functions."
The adjective "traditional"
was an evasion masquerading
as a standard. It served an ideology that can be called Jeffersonianism, an ideology of
nostalgia, abstraction and almost charming disregard for
modern history. It favors the
kind of light, decentralized government suitable for the kind of
uncomplicated, unindustrial society Jefferson favored.
The adjective "traditional"
also was an example of one of
this Court's two specialities: It
was a muzzy criterion, and
hence was an invitation to additional, "clarifying" cases. (The
Court's other speciality is loud
complaints about its workload.)
The 1976 decision rested, precariously, on thundering
anachronism of the 10th Amendment's assertion that, "The
powers not delegated to the
United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the
States, are reserved to the states
respectively, or to the people."
The opinion was written by Jus-

by George Will
The Supreme Court was tidying up after itself last week. It
sort of shrugged and muttered,
"Well, on the other hand
It said that a ruling it rendered in 1976 (with eight of today's nine justices involved)
was, well, er....
The word five justices tried to
avoid is "incoherent," so let us
just say: mistaken. The result
was a reversal that scrambled
the ideological eggs nicely and
gives this Court much-needed
practice saying "Oops! Sorry
about thaty
The case concerned a dry-asdust matter: Must the city of
San Antonio pay transit workers
in accordance with federal labor
law? The Court, divided 5-4, said
yes, the city must conform to
Congress.
But in 1976 the Court reached
an opposite conclusion, 5-4, in a
similar case. It ruled that the
10th Amendment prevents Congress from legislating where

.

^

tice William Rehnquist. He is,
deservedly, a pinup of conservatives because he generally favors judicial restraint,
understood as deference to the
elected, political institutions of
government.
Conservatives regarded the
1976 ruling as a sign that the
Court was taking up where it
had left off 40 years earlier,
when it had stopped putting sand
in the gears of the New Deal. In
the latter half of the 1930s, the
Court became more deferential
to Congress as it concentrated
power in the central government The concentration was
facilitated by the Court's expansive construction of the Constitution's commerce clause, which
vests in Congress the power to
regulate interstate commerce.
The 1965 reversal of the "conservative" victory of 1976 occurred because Justice
Blackmun, no conservative,'
changed sides, returning to a
more permissive interpretation
of Congress' powers under the
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George Will is a columnist for
the Washington Post Writers
Group.
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Before conservatives lower
their flags to half mast, they
should note that the Reagan
administration entered a brief
on behalf of the position opposed
Sthe four conservative justices
urger, Powell, O'Connor,
Rehnquist) and for the position
ardently favored by organized
labor, and adopted by Blackmun. Furthermore, In 1976 Robert Bork, who today is one of the
nation's finest conservative
judges (he sits on the U.S. Court
of Appeals for the District of
Columbia Circuit), was U.S. Solicitor General. He argued for
the position that lost then but
that has now prevailed.

Bashing the federal government is the preferred indoor
sport for some conservatives,
but correct thinkers among conservatives are not sentimentalists, least of all where the 10th
Amendment is concerned. They
know that an expansive notion of
states' rights is a Jeffersonian
residue. They know it is unsuited
to this brawny, complex nation,
a nation that fits the vision of
Jefferson's rival, the correct
thinkers' hero - Alexander Hamilton.
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Furthermore, the Court has
now said: Boundary-making by
judicial fiat is not the proper
way to establish the federalstate balance. Courts should not
concoct limits on Congress'
power by boldly asserting a definition of a state's sovereignty.
Courts should step back and
allow the political process to
make most of the adjustments in
the balance of federal and
states' rights.

The 1985 decision limits states'
rights, so it should offend conservatives, right? Not so fast.
Life is so cruelthat even conservatives have to choose between
competing values. In this case
they could not have "states'
rights" and "judicial restraint,"
too. Blaekmun's opinion is deferential toward the political process and modest, not to say
chastened, about the proper role
for judicial power and the limited ability of judges to fine-tune
society's institutions.
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commerce clause. He joined the
1976 dissenters, including the
three other most liberal justices
- Brennan, Marshall and Stevens - and the generally more
conservative Bryon White. So
now the Court has said that the v
"traditional function" criterion
for assigning states' rights is not
only unworkable but is inconsistent with the way American
government has evolved for 50
years.
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Letters
Residents added
insult to injury
Attention women of McDonald West and anyone else
who cares. On Feb. 27 the entire
quad was rudely awakened by
the fire alarm at approximately
3 a.m. After finally realizing
what was going on, I and the rest
of the fourth floor west shuffled
down the stairs as fast as humanly possible in order to exit,
get it over with and return to a
peaceful slumber as soon as we
could. However, our progress
grew slower as we descended
because the traffic on the stairs
was blocked! WHY?? Because
the people who made it out of the
building before us were actually
standing in front of the door!!!
Well, being the pleasant self that
I am in the early morning hours.
I yelled for people to move out of
the way so that the rest of us
could get out of the building. I
overheard someone saying bow
they were going to stay as warm
as possible. Um, excuse me, but
^ would be more than warm
there been a real Ore! Although you were close to the
buildine (and warm) the rest of
us couldn't even get out the
door! This made the fire drill
longer and you were outside
longer than you had to be. Had
you looked past your own noses
far enough to remember the
other people around you, you
would have realized this!
Granted, the whole incident was
a prank. But, had there been a
real tire, we would have been
"smoked out!" Next time, try to
follow procedures! You can't be
too tired to move an extra IS feet

away from the door. And you
will get inside all that much
faster.
Erin Kate Warren
405 McDonald West

Missing in Moseley
A large pen and ink drawing, depicting a hand holding a
quill pen, recently disappeared
from the bulletin board on the
third floor of Moseley Hall.
Since this drawing was part of a
permanent display and represented the efforts of a talented
student artist, we are quite concerned with having it returned.
Perhaps the drawing came loose
and fell to the floor, and some
thoughtful passer-by picked it
up to keep It from being trampled upon. Whatever the case,
we would be most appreciated if
whoever has the drawing would
return it to 303 Moseley Hall, 22368, as soon as possible.
BfUMelden
PubUc Relation! Coordnvator

The darned U.S.
In a heck of a mess
I cant believe the mess this
country is in. That damn Democratic Congress Is screwing everything up. The college
students and the farmers are
getting a raw deal. Oh, sure, my
parents are well off, but some
fads lust cannot get financial
aid. I feel helpless watching
educations go down the drain at
the hands of those self-seeking

Democrats In Congress.
The farmers seem pretty mad
also. Boy, I don't blame them
either. Farms are closing down
all over this great nation of ours.
I bet Congress won't help them
either. Congress is more interested in harassing a great man
like Ed Meese. lean tell you
right now that the farmers won't
stand for this abuse much
longer.
And what about this Nicaragua thing? The Democrats say
we don't belong in there. They
don't realize that war is good for
the economy. Plus, the fight is
for a good cause. At least that
George Will guy says so. I may
not be an expert on Central
America, but If we're fighting
we must be in the right.
I really wish someone would
shut them damn bleeding heart
liberals up. If we're not careful
that Jackson may be our next
president I am sure glad I voted
for Reagan. We need someone
bright to keep this great land in
the bands of people who've
earned it GOD BLESS RONALD REAGAN AND THE JOHN
BIRCH SOCIETY!!!
Matt Mahoney
HIDmrrow

is he on the wrong side again?
The comparison of Nicaragua
to Vietnam that is made is not
unusual for leftists of the day. As
the argument goes, we suffered
such a great loss in Vietnam that
no matter bow treacherous, or
how repressive (and Nicaragua
is that) any communist regime
is, it can't be fought, even if that
country is in the United States'
backyard.
Professor McQuarie's arguments are, quite frankly, dangerous. Throughout his column
he is left apologizing for a proSoviet communist government.
He writes the normal rhetoric of
Nicaragua edging toward democracy and tries to refute the
facts that Nicaragua is exportSl revolution. But Professor
cOuarie has decided that he
won't listen to proven facts or
spoken words that disprove his
arguments. How unfortunate it
is that anyone could put such
blind faith behind a government
like Nicaragua and then call the
Reagan administration "militaristic."
John P. Nehrenz
307 Compton

Loser speaks again

Correction

The only time I have come
into contact with associate professor Donald McQuarie was
when I watched him in a debate
during last year's campaign.
Then, bring the debater f orWalter Mondale^ ended up on the
wrong side. With his recent col
umn on Nicaragua, I must ask.

The owners of Polynesian
Village at 134 W. Wooster St.
are Melba and Villamor Cruz.
Their names were incorrectly
stated In last week's Friday
magazine. The News regrets
the error.

Local
Retailers, University discuss expansion
BG News/March 5,1985 3

by Don Lee
staff reporter

The Bowling tireen Chamber of
Commerce passed a resolution Friday
requesting that the University include
city businesses in its "non-academic
enterprises."
Several city retail businesses had
earlier expressed concern that the
University was expanding into business areas traditionally served by the
businesses.
The retailers had been concerned
that the proposed renovations to the
University Union - which had been
rumored to include a two and one-half
story addition, a so-called "minimall," and a pizza delivery service Appeal

would infringe on their businesses.
There were never any plans to build
a mini-mall or to deliver pizzas, Philip
Mason, executive assistant to President Paul Olscamp, told the Chamber
Friday.
"The term "mini-mall' is incorrect
and inappropriate," Mason said earlier.
Local non-food retailers would be
invited to rent or lease table space in
the Union, Mason said, and there Is a
possibility of asking local florists to bid
to sell flowers in the Union gift shop.
Pizza has been available on-campus
through University dining halls or specialty restaurants since 1968, according to a letter to the Chamber of
Commerce from Olscamp.

MASON SAID he had proposed inviting businesses to bid for Union services, and bis idea was incorporated
into the resolution passed by the
Chamber.
Wesley Hoffman, municipal administrator, abstained from voting on the
resolution.
Hoffman said both he and Mayor
Bruce Bellard felt the resolution was
unnecessary because of the cooperation which already exists between the
city and the University.
'*The city is not a retail business,"
Hoffman said in explaining his abstention. The city is a member of the
Chamber.
A proposal to create a committee to
mediate problems between the city

and the University was also proposed
Friday. The committee would meet on
an "as-needed" basis.
Mason denied there were plans to
add an extension to the Union, but
confirmed plans to renovate the front
of the structure.
A glass facade is to be added to the
front of the Union, he said.
At present, "Our Student Union is
not a building that says, 'welcome,
come in, enjoy and be comfortable.
We need to enhance the (Union's)
image," Mason said.
THE UNION has gone "relatively
untouched" since it was built 30 years
ago, Mason said, adding that other
plans for the building include bringing

the fourth-floor hotel rooms up-to-date.
Merchants expressed concern that
tax money was supporting the
bookstore, the Student Recreation Center, the Union, and other auxiliary
retail operations on campus, Mason
said.
"People don't realize that not one
tax dollar goes into (those operations)," Mason said, adding all "auxiliary enterprises" (retail sales
operations) support themselves with
their own revenues.
Mason said the University generates
an "economic impact" of $409 million
per year for the city. That figure
reflects the estimates on money spent
by students and visitors and re-circulated through the city economy.

(Continued from page 1),

of the University's campus she
had probably never seen before,
the report said.
Brownson said Mercer told
her he wanted to make rounds
on campus, to see what was
going on.
Mercer then took her to a plot
of land known as the "rat farm,"
located in a less populated area
on Newton Road.
He stopped the truck by the
barn turned out the headlights
but left the ignition and dashPhysique

board lights on. When Brownson
asked Mercer if anyone lived in
the house on the farm, he told
her that nothing but rats lived
there.
Brownson said she began getting nervous at this point, and
said it was visible to Mercer.
Next, according to Mercer, he
turned to Brownson and placed
his hand on the back of her neck.
She said she wanted to go home,
and so he withdrew his hand and
took her back to the intersection

of Clough Street and Prospect
Street.
HE SAID be never intentionally touched her again nor did he
tell her not to tell anyone about
what occurred.
He also said that at no time did
she tell him she was angry or
afraid.
Brownson testified that after
parking by the bam, Mercer
placed his hand behind her neck
and asked, "How are you feeling?"

Brownson's testimony was different.
After answering that she
wanted to go home, Brownson
said Mercer tried to pull her
toward him. She said she resisted by pulling away and telling him her boyfriend was
waiting for her.
She said he then removed his
hand and placed it on her knee,
telling her not to worry. He then
drove her to the intersection she
requested.

Brownson said she was angry
at Mercer but did not say so
because she was afraid. She said
that on the drive back to town,
Mercer again touched her knee
and told her not to tell anyone
about what had occured, the
report said.
When asked why he did what
he did. Mercer said he didn't
know, that he was at a loss for an
answer.
IN DECIDING the case, Silver
concluded that removing

Mercer from the police force
was too extreme a penalty to
impose on the fourteen-year employee. He said a 30-day suspension would have been fitting, but
decided on 60-days because of a
prior suspension.
Cliff Boutelle, director of University public relations, said the
University plans to ask the state
Attorney General to appeal the
administrative law judge's decision to the Board of Review
within the next 10 days.

confident" in the competition,
he decided a year ago to compete and began working toward
his goal.

tein diet is good for you - it slows
you down and makes you
dumb."
COMBINED WITH an intense
daily workout on weights and
aerobic exercises, Wilson said
his diet enabled him to build the
physique that earned him the

McKee said the main reason
she entered the contest was because she has been weightlifting
for two years, and "I sort ot
wanted a goal."

crowd before.
McKee said one of the main
reasons she entered the contest
was "to show that girls don't set
big muscles...
and that
weightlifting and the Weightlifting Club is beneficial to women
as well as men, by helping to
"tone up" the body.

(Continued from pageJi.

some tumbling moves to their
routines which brought sounds
of acceptance from the audience.
THE WOMEN also had to do
mandatory poses, but the criteria by which they were judged
were different from that of the
men's.

"Feminine muscle definition
and a lean, defined symmetry"
were what the judges were
looking for, the emcee said.
All but one of the judges were
professional body builders at
onetime.
Wilson said he was "pretty

Wilson said that unlike a lot of
other body builders, he tried to
stay away from a high protein
diet. "I don't think a high pro-

"I was extremely nervous,"
she said, and admitted she had
never performed in front of a

1st year
ANNIVERSARY SALE

•me > wiuinaenient

FISHFRV!

Best Prices Ever!

hot rods
Fasten
your

Bicycle Sales
and Service

Stop in and pick up our
Anniversary sale flyer

Spring is here!
Tune-up just
$13.95 w/ this ad
904 E. Wooster

w

Bicycles by:
* Centurion
* Univega
■ • Cannondale
352-8578
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CHI OMEGA WELCOMES
lOUR NEW INITIATES INTO
THE CIRCLE OF
SISTERHOOD.
20% OFF PERM OR HAIRCUT I
Thru Mar. 25 with this coupon

Annette

Nicole

Laurie Ann

Kathy

Lisa

Ask about our specialties
• Weavings • Highlighting
• Facials • Manicures
• Make-up demos
3he <J&vuingenw>vt
Hair, Skin, and Mall Designers
352-4101
181 (B) S. Main,
352-4143
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Bowling Green:
1544 E. Wooster Street
352-0461

KelleyArmstrong
Nicole Bollin
Beth Carberry
Amber Chafin
Chris Evans
Pam Ferance
Ginger Halterman
Jenny Heinl
Mary Hockwalt
Tammy Keener
Margaret Kel ley
Karen Koch
Stacey Longacre
Diane Louderback
Linda Madison
Yvette Mendler
Sara O us ley
Jana Ray
Kathy Reeder
Kathy Richards
Sheryl Rosselot
Cindy Tartz
Denise Tooman
Lori Welch
Laura Yellen
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$
Camisets from Danskin combine fashion,
fit, and comfort as only Danskin can. As
versatile as they are feminine and fashionable - wear under clingy knits or sheer
blouses.
Asst. colors • Small, Med, Large
Special 20% off one week only

Congratulations to Our Outstanding
Pledge - Kim Fischer

Open Tues. Eve. 'till 9:00

DLPoUrPuff

WE'RE SO PROUD OF ALL OF YOU!
\—

525 OJgSt.
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USG constitution signed
Editor's note: This story was inadvertently omitted from Friday's issue.
by Nancy Bctwtck
staff reporter

After three years without a ratified
constitution, members of USG signed the
Undergraduate Student Constitution
Wednesday night, providing students with
a document that guarantees their rights
here at the University.
"We now have a document that all
undergraduate students can support,"
Wade said.
Presidents of all University organizations and members of the University Administration were invited to the ceremony,
which took place in the Campus Room of
the University Union. About 26 representatives attended the Constitution signing.
. President Paul Olscamp did not attend
the ceremony because he is in Switzerland,
Wade said. A spokesperson from the president's office said he is on a personal
holiday.

Because various parts of the document
reflect the rights guaranteed by the United
States Constitution, a lot of controversy
has surrounded the question of the need for
such a Constitution, Wade said.
THE DOCUMENT guarantees more
than the rights of freedom from unlawful
search and seizure and discrimination and
freedom of speech, he said. These rights
are now guaranteed within the University
community and in student relations with
the administration, he said.
"It gives them (students) rights so that
they can participate in the political
arena," he said.
The Constitution gives students the
many rights which were not offically
backed up prior to it's ratification, he said.
The right to be represented on various
University committees and the right to
initiate legislation through referendum
are among the rights guaranteed by the
Constitution, he said.
Undergraduate students can now be
recognized as one of three levels of government here at the University, the others
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being graduate students and faculty, he
said.
"NOW IT (the document) gives all students the official right that cannot be taken
away from us, to set up a student government Constitution," Wade said.
Undergraduate students have not had a
Constitution for three years, according to
Greg DeCrane, assistant vice-president
for student activities and organizations.
The Constitution was rewritten three
years ago and was not ratified until this
semester.
"The support it would give the students
is the greatest change, DeCrane said.
"It's the basis for their participation in the
governing structure."
Wade said that the Constitution was not
passed previously because of two controversial issues within it. The issues were
the allocation of student funds and the
participation of students on various University committees, Wade said.
"It's been a lot of give and take between
ourselves and the administration to get
this passed," he said.
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Bowling Green City Police are
seeking information on a fatal
shooting that took place in January.
Terry Sleesman, 27, of 8009
Angola Rd., Holland, Ohio, was
20 J N. mom
found Jan. 24 with several shots
352-5166 II u,nJanea,l, according to a police

II
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The body was found slumped
behind the steering wheel of his
auto parked in an abandoned
gasoline station building located

by Tareaa Tarantlno
staff reporter

The City-University Residential Relations Committee,
set up as a vehicle of communication between the community
and the University, was envisioned by Mayor Bruce Bellard
as an ongoing committee when it
was established last June.
John Ouiim, CURRC chairman, said the committee is considering options to recommend
to the mayor about the direction
they believe the committee
should move in the future.
Options to be considered are
operating with rotating members, or forming a smaller committee. The committee now has
II voting members.

at the northeast corner of the
intersection of State Route 582
and Interstate 75, reports said.
Police said the auto was seen
at that location around 3:30 a.m.
A snow-plow driver discovered
the body at about 10:30 ajn.
Prior to that time, a darkcolored vehicle - possibly blue was sighted at the location.
U. William Fox, of the dry
police, requested that anyone
with information about the hom-

icide or the dark-colored vehicle
is asked to call Wood County
Crime Stoppers at 3520077.
A reward of up to $1,000 could
be given for information which
leads to the arrest and indictment of a suspect.
Fox said the callers do not
have to give names or identification and are given a special
number when they call, for further reference if they should call
back.

-—OEVELANDAREASITJDENTS

DAFFODIL
DAYS

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
AVAILABLE

send a bouquet ($3/10 flowers) to a friend (on & off campus)
while helping CANCER research & services
sponsored by Kappa Delta, Beta Theta Pi & Assoc. for Career Women
Delivery dates: March 21 & 22
Orders due MARCH 8
Call: 372-0725
Deliver

CCJRRC continues cooperative effort

^Police seek tips on murder

16 In. On*
Item Pizza

PS^

University and city
residents unite, plan

1. bartenders
2. waiters/waitresses
3. busboys
TANGLEWOOD COUNTRY CLUB
Chagrin Falls, Ohio
(216)543-7010
Apply in Person _____

Bellard said the personnel on
the CURRC may change but the
committee will continue to function in the future.
According to Quinn, who
would like to see the committee
continue to function, the
monthly meetings serve as "a
vehicle to get things discussed."
THE CURRC is made up of
members of city administration,
University administration, students and city residents. The
variety of people who sit on the
CURRC give it a wider scope of
ideas and input, Quinn said.
"I am eager to see this committee continue," Quinn said.
Bob Stovash, USG representative to the committee, said the
CURRC has begun to make
strides in dealing with landlordtenant relationships and the
noise problems with student tenants.
Many ideas - including
Springiest, an alternative to
ManvUle Madness -have originated in the committee, Stovash
said.
Stovash stated he would recommend that the CURRC continue to function.
BELLARD SAID prior to the
installation of the CURRC. the
city had communicated with the
University through the administration. The committee gave the
city the opportunity to open the
lines of communication with the
students, he added.
Michael Marsden, citizen representative on the committee,
said the CURRC represents all
sides of conflicts in the community.
''This is the first time both
sides have sat down together to
work on problems on a regular
basis." he said.
Bellard said the committee
has "opened up the channels to
help the city put out some 'brush
fires' and prevent others from
ever happening."

NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS

bouquet(s) to me:
Address:

Phone #:

Also deliver to the following person In my behalf: (please print)

.on

bouquet(s) to:
(name)

(date)

(address)

CAMPUS MANOR APARTMENTS

Deadline for the Tues., March
19 edition (first after Spring
Break) is Friday, March 8f 4 p.m.
Classifed and Display

505 CLOUGH STREET
NEXT TO STERLING AND DORSEYS
PHONE 352-9302 (ANYTIME)

CHECK THESE SAVINGS FOR NEXT YEAR
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT
$145.00 per person per month
(4 person apt. occupancy)
INCLUDES
(AT NO EXTRA COST)
* ALL HEAT AND AIR CONDITIONING
*
*
*
*

FREE CABLE TV
TWO BEDROOM, VA BATH APARTMENTS
PARKING AT YOUR FRONT DOOR
THREE MINUTES TO CLASSROOMS, AD
BUILDING, STORES

* FLEXIBLE PAYMENT TERMS

AUDITIONS...
Will be held for singers, instrumentalists, etc., interested in trying out for the
Pre-Registration Variety Show.
Interested performers must sign up for
an audition time slot by March 20 in
405 Student Services and have a four
minute prepared piece (a piano will be
provided if needed).

* LAUNDRY IN EACH BUILDING
Ask about our special summer rates.
Campus Manor is under new ownership and management.

Auditions will be held on March 27th from
3:3(H>:30 p.m. For more information call 3722843.
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Springfest proposal submitted
by Don Lee
staff reporter

A proposal for Springfest '85,
touted as an alternative to the
axalled "Manville Madness,"
was presented to city council
last night by Bob Wade, Undergraduate Student Government
president.
The festival will be held in
conjunction with the University's 75th anniversary, Beta
Theta Pi fraternity's Beta 500
pushcart race, and the Statue of
Liberty philanthropy project
sponsored by USG, according to
the proposal submitted jointly
by Wade and USG national,
state and community affairs
coordinator Robert Stovash,
who was not present at the meet-

Wade proposed the city, University organizations, and students cooperate in staging the
festival, which would involve
approximately 4,000 University
students and 1,000 city residents.
"The whole idea behind
Springfest '85 is not the University (students) throwing a party
... but the (whole) city throwing a party," Wade said.
POSSIBLE LOCATIONS discussed in the proposal include
Carter Park on Campbell Hill
Road, University parking lots 11
and E on Thurstin St. in front of
the heating plant, the Stadium
Plaza parking lots on E. Wooster
St., and the parking lots east of
the football stadium.
Residents and council mem-

CIAO (Continued from page !)•
DeCrane said, "depending on
"We want to find the best
the person's experience."
person possible," DeCrane said.
"For the time being, Karen
Students in UAO, and some who
(Sederstrom) will handle things
are not, will be a part of the
on a day to day basis, and I will
selection committee.
be in charge overall." He said
Misuraca's successor must
there is no acting director.
have at least two years experiDeCrane said he was not sure
ence in the field, and display an
how Misuraca's absence will
"indication that the person
affect UAO, but was confident in
works well with a large number
the organization's ability. "I'm
of students," DeCrane said.
certain the organization will
The successor will make apcontinue with its strong proproximately $20,000 annually,
gramming."

Pholo/Ketil Berg

Research paper

Trlcla Capri, freshman undecided major, looks for sources for her
English 112 research paper in Jerome Library. Capri's paper is on Al
Capone and the Mafia.

*Redken
• KMS
• Rk
352-3845

Home of the holdover!

352-8408

SPECIAL
All You Can EAT
2.99

Nantes, France - A travel
agent will discuss travel arrangements to and within Europe. The presentation will be
at the French House in Sorority Row at 9 p.m.

Wednesday & Thursday
4 p.m.-10 p.m.

r

* SALON

5

PIZZA
BROTHERS, inc.

March 5'
r Dateline- Tuesday,
Summer Study Program in
Daffodil Days - Send a bouquet ($3/10 flowers) to a
friend (on or off-campus)
while helping Cancer research and services. March 8
is the last day to place orders.

Choose between 2 types
of regular pizza
and one foldover

with this coupon
Receive 1 haircut
for just $5

344 S. Main

When you need to make your
best impression

-RESUMESProfessional work at resonable prices

$4.00 (ns.S5.10)
Onyou a Driver}

'4.00 Volue

MARCH 5
9-5:30
GRAND BALLROOM

BOWLING GREEN

836 S. MAIN

NO APPOINTMENTS NEEDED

k

FOOD MART
OPEN 'TIL 1 1.1.

1

LOOK!

117 E. Court

352-4068

You'll Find Everything
Looks Better Through
Correct Prescription Lenses

The
fastest-growing
profession
in America.
According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics,
the need for paralegals Is about to double.

Now is the time to become a part of this dynamic
profession .., and there is no finer training available than at
Philadelphia's acclaimed Institute for Paralegal Training.
After imt four months of intensive study, we will find youa
job in the city of your choice. We are so confident of the
marketability of our graduates that we offer a unique tuition
refund plan.
,
To leam how you can add market value to your
college degree, return the coupon or call toll free:
1-800-222-IPLT.

425 EAST
WOOSTER
STREET

OF>E3>J
|
PANTRY 1

;";

THE
COPY SHOP

2 Small
Chef Salads
1 Garlic Bread
and 2 Pepsi

Buy any Family Size
1 Hen Italian Pizza
at regular price &
receive 1 small
Foldover FREE

EXPIRES APRIL 18

LOOKING FOR A
SUMMER INTERNSHIP?

early."
Blair said the property owners
he talked to said the problem
with "Manville Madness" was
"parties getting out of hand after midnight"
After the festival is scheduled
to end, " there's going to be a
party, downtown, Manville,
whatever, there's going to be a
party," Blair said.
The proposal estimates the
festival could be staged for approximately $6,300, and generate $7,925 in revenues. Under the
terms of the proposal, the festival would be sponsored by the
Springfest Committee, Bowling
Green permit holders, and the
Bowling Green Chamber of
Commerce, although no definite
plans have been made.

ben favored the football stadium parking lot site. Residents
of Stadium view Apartments,
1700 Juniper Dr., objected to
having Springfest "in my front
yard, as one Stadium View
resident put it.
Stadium Plaza was unsuitable
because of the need to conduct
business on the Saturday while
the festival was in progress, said
one businessman.
Council member David Elsass
suggested the Thurstin site
would not be appropriate because of its proximity to the
University's Administration
Building.
Council member William
Blair said his only problem with
the festival, planned to run from
3 to 11 p.m., is "that it ends too
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EYES EXAMNED BY
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Wall be on campus April 2, f 90S
Contact your placement office to arrange for an
individual interview or group presentation.
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Merit Scholarships
available
THE INSTITUTE
FOR PARALEGAL
TRAINING
Approved by the
American Bar
Association
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Over 25 million 21 drinking age a possibility
have narcolepsy
by Carole Hombergcr
staff reporter

Serious sleep disorder disrupts lives
by Ellen Zimmerll
staff reporter
An irresistible urge to sleep,
accompanied by other symptoms, may signal more than Just
excessive daytime sleepiness.
Narcolepsy, a serious sleep
disorder, affects more than 25
million people in the United
States, Joseph Shaffer, director
of the St. Vincent Medical Center, said.
Whether or not it is a light or
severe case, Shaffer said it may
cause serious disruptiveness in
a person's life. The disorder is
characterized by four major
symptoms.
A person with narcolepsy has
an irresistible urge to sleep every two or three hours. The naps
they take are usually one-half
hour long and the individual
feels refreshed when he awakens.
They lose muscle tone under
any strong emotion, such as
laughing or crying, Shaffer said.
This is known as cataplexy.
"Imagine not being able to
laugh or cry, or going to sleep
whue making love, Shaffer
said, "This is now a narcoleptic
feels." He added that it is an
"enormous hardship" for narcoleptics to drive, because they
are constantly afraid of falling
asleep.
NARCOLEPTICS have hypnagogic hallucinations where they
are not able to distinguish between dreams and reality. They
can also experience sleep paralysis, which is a feeling of paralysis for a brief time before

waking.
Shaffer said they may also
experience other problems, such
as disturbed nocturnal sleep,
memory loss and blackouts.
Although the disorder has
existed since the beginning of
man, there is no cure and no one
is exactly sure what causes narcolepsy. This is partly because
modern sleep research is only
ten to fifteen years old, Shaffer
said.
Researchers believe it may be
a genetic disorder. It usually
begins when a person is in their
early 20's, but it has been diagnosed in children as young as
eight years old. The probability
of developing the disorder after
a person has reached the age of
30 diminishes.
NARCOLEPSY IS never
cured, Shaffer said, but "it can
be managed through a wide
range of drugs and management
techniques tailored to the individual's needs."
A person must go to a sleep
disorder center or laboratory for
diagnosis of the disease, which
is done by a pattern of brain
waves. It is then distinguished
from excessive daytime sleepiness, which does not have the
various symptoms of narcolepsy
and may have hundreds of
causes, Shaffer said.

Despite voter rejection and Ohio government reluctance, the drinking age in the
state will probably be raised to 21, unless the
decision that the road systems can operate
without federal aid is made.
Steve Hettinger, legal assistant for Gov.
Richard Celeste, said he predicts the
change.
"Ohio will probably not survive the highway cuts which President Reagan made law
last July." he said.
According to Carol Pierce, legislative
assistant to the director of transportation in
Ohio, Reagan signed a law which says states
not having a 21 legal drinking age limit by
fiscal year 1987 (beginning Oct. 1,1986), will
lose five percent of its federal highway
funds and an additional 10 percent the
following year.
Pierce said these cuts for Ohio could
amount to $19 million in the first fiscal year
alone.
This uniform drinking age requirement
stemmed from the President's Commission
on Drunk Driving, according to a recent
article in the Christian Science Monitor.
THE COMMISSION found that the incidence of liquor-related accidents among
motorists 21 years of age and younger was
greater than those who are older.
These statistics and the Federal government law has already prompted many
states to change their age requirement to 21.
However, Ohio was among the few states

r

The Sleep Disorders Center of
St. Vincent Medical Center is
one of the largest in the country,
containing six bedrooms and
additional research rooms.

Blotter
March 3

A 23-year-old man was arrested for criminal trespass
early Sunday morning after
grabbing a resident of McDonald East in the women's
restroom.
The girl was starting to
undress in the restroom at
2:25 a.m. when a man
Sabbed her by the arm and
en let her go, Dean GerBOTTOMLESS
POP
AND
PIZZA

PUFF'S

Pizza and Restaurant
352-1596

Daily - (ii am 9p.m.j Pizza & Salad Smorgasbord

$3.50

Pizza • Subs • Salad Bar • Soups • Spaghetti • Lasagna
Come & Enjoy our Nice Cozy Little Restaurant

PUFF'S PIZZA & RESTAURANT

THE CITY is currently receiving very
little money from the government for the
city streets, he said, noting that the money
comes from local funds.
But the state will be hurt, Bellard said.
Roads such as 1-75, Main Street, and Ohio 64
on Wooster at Haskins Road are among
those which will lose the funds.
Another problem the Ohio government
has to face deals with border trouble, commonly referred to as a "blood-borderline
state."
If Ohio remains 19, Hettinger said many
residents under 21 years old from surrounding states with the 21 age limit could come in
to purchase beer.

kens, assistant director of
Public Safety, said.
John A. Guthrie was arrested by University police
and put in Wood County jail.
Gerkens said Guthrie apE-ed to be a "drifter," notthat be had addresses in
Cleveland and Canada,
and a passport.
Bill Lanning, Residence
Life director, said he does not
want to comment on the mat-

However, increasing the age requirement
would decrease Ohio liquor business,
according to Norm Heineman, manager of
Bowling Green Beverage, North Dixie Highway.
Bar business will decrease In the city
because there will not be very many people
old enough to drink, he said. Competition for
those who are old enough will increase.
Bellard said the bars which do not have
restaurants will be affected the most, and at
least one or two bars will close.

DESPITE THE possible age change, Heineman said that many under-age people will
continue to drink.
"The highest liquor-related accident percentage is found among those 16- to 17-yearsold wno are already illegal to drink in the
nation," he said.
Parties will increase, and although the
carry-outs will see some decline in business,
they will not be greatly affected by the age
change, Heineman said.
The increase in parties and the age
change will make the law almost impossible
to enforce, according to Galen Ash, Bowling
Green City Police Chief.
"The Increase to 21 will pose a special
problem in the University," he said.
There are not a lot of problems in the bar
area, but parties in residential areas do
sometimes create them, Ash said. With the
age change, those parties will increase.

ter at this time but said it
may just be a "freak incident" involving someone
"who appeared out of nowhere" and does not want it
to be blown out of proportion.

March 2
More than $2,700 was stolen
Saturday from Myro Products. 627 N. Enterprise in
Bowling Green, according to
police.

The owner, Cornnel
Dierksheide, of 13115 Wayne.
Bradner, said he had locked
the door the night before.
When he returned the next
morning, it was unlocked.
Police said there are two
suspects: James S. Garno of
Maurer Trailer Court and
Robert F. Karamor of 731
High Street, Apt. #73.

ROCKLEDGE MANOR
LARGE APARTMENTS

,

Wednesday • Spaghetti Special (including garlic bread) $ 1.75
Thursday- Lasagna Special (including garlic bread) 1.75

352-1596

that refused to change, the article said.
Hettinger said that Celeste does not want
to raise the requirement primarily because
the voters rejected the November 1983 Initiative petition for the uniform age.
Another aide to the governor said, "The
people have spoken, and his state does not
intend to fall in line behind the new federal
requirement"
Pierce backed these statements by saying
that the legislature is "sensitive to what
their voters want."
The legislature will decide if the threat of
losing the highway funding will actually
hurt Qie state.
So far, nothing has been decided.
If the change does occur, the city of
Bowling Green will not be greatly affected
by the cuts, according to Mayor Bruce
Bellard.

• Furnished • Two bathrooms • Garbage disposal
• Dishwasher • Laundry facilities available
-Plenty of extra storage spaceLocated on corner of S. College and 6th
Call 352-3841, 12-4 p.m. or 354-2260

John Newlove, Real Estate

440 E. Court
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PROFESSORS, END THE PAPER
CHASE WITH PROFESSOR
PUBLISHING AT KINKO'S
Kinko's Copies
325 E. Wooster
354-3977
(Across from Taco Bell)

• Turn Your Loose Course Materials Into Bound Class
Readers
• Give Your Students an Alternative to the Library
Reserve Room
• No Charge to You or You Department
• Low Cost to Your Students
• We'll Help Organize the Materials
• Overnight Orders Are Accepted
• We're Open Weekends
• Free Pick Up and Deflvery Provided

LET US DO THE CHASING. WHILE YOU DO THE TEACHING.

WINTHROP TERRACE
NOW RENTING FOR
1985-86 SCHOOL YEAR
♦Heat *Water
*Cable
"Trash Removal
All included
EARLY BIRD DISCOUNT
OF $10.00 PER MONTH IF
LEASE
IS SIGNED BY MARCH 31
Locations available just 6 blocks from campus

400 E. Napoleon

352-9135

9-5 Weekdays, Evenings by appointment

USG ELECTIONS

Petitions available on Tues., March 5 for
|the upcoming elections held on April 3
FOR
10 at-large representatives
AND

President and Vice-President
of the undergraduate study body.
405 Student Services Deadline: Wed., March 20, 5 p.m.
USG»USG»USG«USG«USG»USG»USG«USG»USG»uSG«USG •uSG»USG«USG»USG«USG I

0[h Jfasfhioneb Price*
Every Thursday night at the

MID-AM ROOM
Buy one Sundae and receive the second for only 5*
Offer good between 6:00-10:30 p.m.
. Coupon must be presented, nut topping extra.

Harshman Quad 6:00 p.m.-midnight
Sun. - Thurs. / Expires 5-10-85
J

Sports
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Women tankers place second in conference
by Jeffrey Fix
sports reporter

The lady tankers of Bowling
Green took it on the chin for the
first time all season this weekend. Unfortunately, this downfall occurred at the worst of all
possible times, at the Mid-American Conference championship
meet.
Miami University won the
MAC crown for the fourth year

In a row, but not as easily this
year as in the past. And once
again the Falcons were relegated to the runner-up role. The
final count read Miami 861, BG
7S7, Ohio University came in
third with 548 points, and the
rest of the teams were a ways
back.
BG coach Rich Draper said
that the team showed vast improvement in the championship
meet compared to last year.

"We made a nice step in the
right direction " Draper said.
"A year ago the point spread
was 252, the spread this year
was 104, so we're moving in the
right direction. We gave them
(Miami) the closest battle
they've had in a while in the
conference meet."
THE FALCONS started off
the meet on the right foot Thursday afternoon by placing 20
swimmers into the finals. But

that same night the team fell
apart for just a while, swimming
"""They were a little bi t tight
Thursday night," Draper said.
"They were so pumped up and
knew that if we went in and won
some events that we were going
to be in the hunt in this thing. We
had a really terrible session"
With the possibility of leading
the tough Redskins after the
first night staring them right in

the face, the ladies flinched, and
wound up behind by over 70
points. That deficit proved impossible to overcome.
Even though the women did
not win the crown as they had
hoped, Draper said that be was
still happy with the way his
tankers swam.
"I'm kind of dissapointed that
we didn't win," be said. "But
I'm very excited about the fact
that we had a lot of our kids have

really great drops (in their
times). The majority of the girls
were excited because they were
swimming so well."
ONE OF THE bright spots for
Falcons was the surprising performance of the diving team.
Mary Pf eiff er captured the MAC
championship on the one-meter
diving board and took fifth place
on the three-meter board. Carolyn Valencik, a diver who re• See Swimming page 9

BG extinguishes Flames in tournament
by Karl Smith
sports reporter

Old habits are hard to break, just ask
the Illinois-Chicago hockey team.
Going into last weekend's playoff
series, the Flames had never beaten
Bowling Green, losing 13 times and
tying once.
So instead of breaking tradition, the
Falcons downed UIC twice in the twogame total-goal series, thwarting a
comeback in Friday's 7-6 win and pastingthe Flames 7-2 Saturday.
The series victory earned the Falcons a trip to the Central Collegiate
Hockey Association semi-finals Friday
where they will face Lake Superior at
Joe Louis Arena in Detroit.
The series also marked UIC's first
post-season appearance and, although
they quickly exited, coach Val Belmonte said he was not displeased.
"We were beaten by a good hockey
team, they deserve to go (to the semifinals)," be said. "It was a great learning experience."
THE FLAMES took a 1-0 lead in
Saturday's contest, but Rob Urban
scored the first of his four goals before
the first period to knot the game.
Urban's hat trick was BG's fifth of
the season and raised the freshmen's
goal total for the year to 11. His offensive fireworks earned him player-ofthe-game honors and CCHA player-ofthe-week. Yet he was not the only
weapon BG had in its arsenal.
"He (Urban) surprised everybody
today," Belmonte said. "ButGary Kruzich came up with some big saves, he's
the real backbone of the team."
Kruzich started in goal both nights
and registered 60 saves for the weekend. Toe sophomore netminder also
picked up his fifth penalty of the season
In the first period of Saturday's game
when he was whistled for slashing.
Another important facet of BG's
attack wasn't even on the ice, but was
effective nonetheless.
"The fans here are great, this is a
Eat place to come play hockey,"
[monte said. "They can really get
inside a players head."
AFTER UIC'S first goal, Kruzich
shut out the Flames for over 47 minutes. Meanwhile, Urban scored three
more goals and Mike Natyshak, Paul
Ysebaert and Scott Paluch rounded out
BG's scoring.
Although the Falcons made easy
work of the Flames, coach Jerry York
said that BG still has some improving
to do before reaching its potential.
"We're just now starting to come
together and show signs of being a good
hockey club," he said. "We're not like
clockwork on offense."
While the offense may not have been
flowing smoothly, BG's defense put the
clamps on the Flames' caustic offense.
Although UIC netted five goals Friday,
defenseman Todd Flichel said a chalkboard session before Saturday's game

Bowling Green forward Brian Meharry and Illinois-Chicago goalie Jim Hickey
fight for possession of the puck during last weekend's series with the

helped stonewall the Flames.
We concentrated on getting back on
our wings and that really helped out,"
he said. "We went over our defense on
the chalkboard and adjusted to them;
we went with a tight box but we usually
force. This cut down on their shots."
Friday, before the defensive strategy changed, UIC outshot the Falcons

Jamie Wansbrough netted two firstperiod goals and assisted on another as
BG leaped out to a 4-0 lead. Brian
Meharry and Dave Randerson also
scored.
IAIN DUNCAN scored with only 0:27
expired in the second period, giving BG
a comfortable 54 lead. The Falcons'
youth began to show, however, and
their momentum quickly vanished.

BG News/Phil Masturzo
Flames. BG won the first round of the CCHA playoff 7-5. 7-2.

UIC's rapid-fire offense scored four
goals in htte over 12 minutes and
whittled BG's lead to 5-4 by the end of
the period.
"It was a good matchup of two really
balanced clubs," York said. "It was
just what I imagined it would be, a
close-fought series."
Senior captain Dave Randerson
flipped an Ysebaert rebound past UICs

Jim Hickey for the game-winner. The
Flames came right back, however,
when Ray Staszak capitalized on a
power play with 14:43 remaining in the
game.
Wansbrough put the icing on the
cake, finishing up his second hat trick
of the year with 2:00 left in the game.
"Jamie is an outstanding player who
responds to the playoffs," York said.

Roll makes

Final piece to MAC playoff puzzle eludes BG unexpected
comeback

by Marc Ddph
sports editor

KENT - Just when Bowling
Green's basketball team was
having fun again, winning four
of its last five games with a shot
at the MAC tournament, Kent
State crashed the party, a 76-72
heartbreaker in Kent's Memorial Gym, Saturday.
All the pieces were there for
BG to make it to this week's
tourney in Toledo: The Rockets
had to beat Western Michigan.
They did; Ball State had to defeat Central Michigan. Yep;
And BG bad to upset the Golden
Flashes. Sorry.
BG bows out with a 12-15 overall record and a 6-12 mark.
"Winning four out of six
games gives us something to
buudon," BG coach John Weinert said. "We're not hanging
our heads low."
The difference in the game
came down to a two-minute
stretch mid-way through the
second half. BG held a one-point,
5342 lead after wiping out a 4741 deficit early in the half. Then
the bottom fell out.

At that point, KSU's guard
tandem of Anthony Grier and
Larry Robbins did what they do
beat; take control of a game
with their quickness and raw
talent.
AFTER A BILL Toole 18footer put Kent on top 54-53,
Grier stole the bail and took it
straight to the bucket for a 56-53
lead. Then a Robbins' tip in of a
missed shot and a driving layup
made it 6043 with 9:06 remaining.
Seven points was the biggest
lead of the night for the Flashes,
and though BG pulled to with
one, 62-61, Robbins and Co.
weren't about to let the game
slip away.
"It was back and forth out
there," Weinert said. "But down
the stretch the Robbins-Grier
show was phemomenal. If they
didnt make the basket, they
made the play to get the basket
when Kent needed it."
Robbins ended up with a
game-high 29 points and was
named MAC player of the week.
"I expected a very hard game
because it was a team playing
with a cause," KSU coach Jim

McDonald said. "If it weren't
for a couple-minute spurt, it
would have been a different
game.
. "I STARTED to follow them
about eight games ago," be
added. "Their scores started to
change and they made some
personell changes. I knew it
would be a tough game."
"If there wasn't a scoreboard,
when the game ended I don't
know if anyone would have
known who won the game," Weinert said. "That's now close it
was."
The Falcons' biggest lead of
the game was a 44 start while
KSU held frequent four-point
advantages throughout the first
half, but none bigger. The
Flashes took a 3647 advantage
into the locker room.
Senior Keith Taylor completed his collegiate career with
27 points and five assists. Other
senior Freddie Bryant scored 16
and four blocked shots.
Mmore Frank Booker had 15
and freshman Anthony Robinson added 10.

"I think Keith is a winner,"
Weinert said about the departing Taylor. "He's usually the
littlest guy in the fight and always comes out a winner.
Grier had 16 points to add to
Robbins' 29 to lead the Flashes.
Kent will play Eastern Michigan in the first round of the
tournament, Thursday.

KENT STATE 76
Kotalac, 14-2; Kubani, 144
Wearsch, 64-12; Grier, 84-16
Robbins, 184-29; Roberts, 044
Toole, 4-2-10; Owens, 0-2-2. TOTALS: 33-10-76.

BOWLING GREEN 72
Robinson, 4-2-10; Nass, 24-4
Bryant, 7-2-16: Booker, 54-15
Taylor, 12-3-27; Miller, 044,
Snook, 04-4; Martenet, 044.
TOTALS: 30-12-71

Final MAC Standings
Team (Overall)
Ohio (20-7)
Miami (184)
Toledo (16-11)
Kent St (16-11)
EMU (15-14)
WMU (12-15)
Ball St (12-15)
NIU (11-16)
BGSU (12-15)
CMU (9-18)

W L
14-4
134
11-7
11-7
94
7-11
8-10
7-11
6-12
4-14

Thursday, at Toledo
Eastern Michigan vs. Kent
State, 5 p.m.

Toledo vs. Ball State, 7 p.m.
Miami vs. Western Michigan, 9
pan.

Friday
MAC tournament semifinals, 7
and 9 p.m.
Saturday
MAC tournament

For those who did not expect
to see George Roll back on the
ice this season, take another
look. Roll, who broke his acromial process - a bone at the tip
of the shoulder - practiced yesterday for the first time since
suffering the injury last Tues-

%
—J senior right wing skated
and took practice shots, but did
not have any contact.
"I feel pretty good," Roll said.
"I can snoot pretty well. I didn't
think I could follow through, but
I can. I've almost got full range
of motion."
BEFORE THE injury, be had
played the last 137 games, and
had competed in 160 overall.
"I talked to the doctor and
asked him if I can play," Roll
said. "He said you've got to
make the decision. He said if I
got hit in a certain way, I could
have an operation."
"I was so happy to see us play
as well as they did," Roll said.
"Friday we played well, but
Saturday was one of our beat
games all year."
- Steve Qainn
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Wansbrough, hockey's "Mr. October"

Falcons feast on
last place Chips
by Tom Skemiviu
sports reporter

Combine the reliable performances of Bowling Green's top
gymnasts, strong scores from
some new faces, and add an
opposing team which is lodged
at the bottom of the Mid-American Conference, and you have
the recipe f or a BG blowout in
gymnastics.
This is exactly what happened Friday night when the
Falcons hosted Central Michigan at Eppler North. BG
chased CMU back to the to Mt.
Pleasant after thrashing the
Chippewas 175.05-168.25 in
their dual meet.
The Chippewas never really
challenged the stronger Falcon
team in the meet. BG used high
scores from several gymnasts

byStcwQidnn
■(•Want sports editor

to dominate all four exercises.
"Central threw some tricks
at us, but they weren't as polished as we were," coach
Charles Simpson said. "Towas time for us to get
THE FALCON tumblers
were victorious despite the fact
they had only two days of practice last week, which Simpson
said may have caused them to
be sluggish.
"We were running out of gas
at the end of the meet," he
said. "I didn't think we would
beat last week's score (174.85).
I was a little surprised."
Leslie Schipper continued
her excellent performance on
the vault ana bar exercises.
The BG captain followed last
week's second-place showings
• See Gymnasts page 9

Playoffs seem to be Jamie
Wansbrough's favorite time of
year.
The junior right wing has
made a habit of putting the puck
in the net during post season
play ever since he was a freshman.
• In his first playoff game
with the Falcons, Wansbrough
recorded five goals against
Notre Dame in the opening
game of a two-game, total-goal
series. The freshman came back
in the second game with two
more.
This put his name in the record books for most goals in a
game, (shared with former Falcons, Jack Laine and Mike Hartman) and in a series. For his
record performance he received
Central Collegiate Hockey Association player of the week honors.
• The following year he

scored in the first game, but did
not score in the following four
games, all of which Bowling
Green lost.
WHEN THEY began winning
renroute to the national
Wansbrough scored in all
three games. In the second
game of the total-goal series
agaisnt Boston University, he
temporarily put BG ahead of the
series, 7-6, and BG evenutally
won, earning the right to advance to the semi-finals in the
NCAA tournamnt.
• In last weekend's total-goal
series against Illinois-Chicago,
Wansbrough accounted for three
goals and three assists in the 7-5
and 7-2 wins. His three tallies
came in the first game for his
second hat trick of the year.
"Jamie Wansbrough just had
an outstanding evening for us,"
BG head coach Jerry York said.
"It marks his best night for us
since he's been here.
"He was more dominant to-

night," he said comparing it to
his five-goal performance
against ND. "He did so many
things and all of them well,
killing penalties, power play
' UIC HEAD coach Val Belmonte, put it in just a few words
when ne discussed Wansbrough's offensive talent.
"Wansbrough is Just a good
hockey player," he said. "He's a
thorn in everybody's side."
Wansbrough now has 37 goals
and 33 assists, totaling 70 points.
The 5-10,165 pounrJ wing saw
his regular shift on the power
play and with linemates Iain
Duncan and Brent Regan, but a
shoulder injury to George Roll
forced Wansbrough to see action
on the penalty killing unit.
In Saturday's game, the
Flames had seven power play
opportunities, and failed to convert on any of them.
Two of those chances were
five-on-three situations, one for
43 seconds and the other for 54.

"It (killing penalties) was a
definite lift for us, especially the
five-on-three." Wansbrough
said. "When the goalies make
the big saves, it gets us going. I
really enjoy penalty killing, especallly when they don't score."
ACCORDING TO Wansbrough, Roll's absence forced
his team to work harder.
"I think everybody had to dig
down harder/' Wansbrough
said. "George is a helluva
player. But one player doesn't
make a team."
Whatever it was that accounts
for Wansbrough's success during playoffs, he will have his
chance again this weekend when
the Falcons play Lake Superior
in the CCHA semi-final playoffs
at Joe Louis Arena in Detroit.
"The playoffs are what you
work all year for." Wansbrough
said. "In playoffs, it's all or
nothing. When you win you keep
going. You lose and your out."

***************
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The Student Wellness
Center presents:

One Urge One Item Pizza

Tuesday Only ^
Inside Only
352-3551
^■■■■■■■niw
i J

SENSIBLE FUN
IN THE SUN
Learn how to get a safe, healthy tan!

PHYSICS
ATUD
An intensive

FREE BROCHURES * TANNING TIPS *
INFORMATION AND FUN

summer program

The Honors Student Association
is proud to announce the winners
of the 3rd Annual Tuition Raffle

June 17 - August 2, 1985
• A full-year college physics
course, including laboratories,
in 7 weeks.

Wed. March 6 * Union Foyer * 9:00 to 3:00

• Ideally suited for pre-medical
and other life science college
students.

RANDY BAUGHMAN $939
JEFF SLATER- $50
DAVID HIMES- $50
MIKE NOVAFO$50

• Appropriate for most
academic majors.
• Housing available.
• Make your plans now.
Call Ihe Department of Physics
(513) 229-2311

i

Thanks to all who supported the raffle.
Also, special thanks to all the Honors
students who participated in this successful project!

The Unimmtyoflkititoii
300 College Park
Dayton, Ohio 45469-0001

ATTENTION PHOTOGRAPHERS!

| Haircut

Good thru Mar. 7
bring coupon

j Hours
■ won, -9:30-5:00
|T,W,TH,-9:30-6:30
■ Frt. -9:30-7:00
I Sat. -9:30-4:00

APR. 27

Reg. $10

I THERE'S STILL TIME
TO PREPARE

"Z'
'nelud*
shampoo

CLASSES
STARTING

THE HAIR REPAIR

:stafa.-T\.inpum

"Where quality com— lint"

located In the Stadium View Shopping Center
Lola
Leah
Suite

3/6/85

352-2566

I

.

nMioNMQunKin

[ C«i DAYS. CVfWNGS t WEEKENOS

419-536-3701

Mixology
Is looking for PHOTOGRAPHERS who would like to be
published in the Spring, 1985, photo section. All kinds of
photography welcome! Please submit at least six (6)black and
white prints (at least 5"x 7") by MARCH 7 at 5:00 pm in the
Miscellany mailbox, 103 University Hall. Prints can be
returned. Mark entries with name, address and phone number.
Questions? Contact the editor also at the Miscellany mailbox.

VARSITY SQUARE APTS.
1-2-3 Bedrooms
Beat the high cost of utilities. Let us
pay your heat, gas cooking, water and
trash pick up.
* Private entrance
* Single story
* Laundry facilities
* Quiet living
* Children & pets welcome
OFFICE LOCATED
1097 Varsity East

353-7715

HOURS:

Monday-Friday 9-1,2-5
So urdoy ,0 2

'

'

* ASK ABOUT OUR MOVE IN SPECIAL

Beginning and Advanced Mixology minicourses will be offered for this year's final
mini-course term.
Registration for mini-courses will be

MARCH 4-8
MARCH 18-22

9 a.m.-5 p.m.
UAO office, Union
10a.m.-4p.m.
Union Foyer

Other mini-courses offered include Calligraphy and Yoga.

DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARDS
The Distinguished Service Award Committee seeks self nominations and faculty/administrative staff nominations of seniors and graduate students who have given distinguished
service to Bowling Green State University.
To be eligible to receive consideration for a Distinguished
Service Award, a senior or graduate student must have
demonstrated outstanding service contributions to BGSU
through one or more areas of University service (college
and/or department activities, student government, student
activities, Greek Life, athletics, etc.)
Seniors graduating in the 1984-85 academic year (Winter
commencement, 1984; Spring and Summer commencements,
1985) and graduate students who would like to be considered
for a Distinguished Service Award and those faculty/administrative staff who would like to submit nominations, may obtain
an application form at 305 Student Services Building or by
calling 372-2147. TH ABSOLUTE DEADLINE FOR ALL NOMINATIONS IS 5 p.m., FRIDAY, MARCH 15,1985.
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Swimming
Continued from page 7
mained relatively quiet all year,
shocked everyone Saturday
night by capturing the three-meter diving crown.
"They Just did a fantastic
job," Draper said of the surprising performances turned in by
all five of the lady divers.
But for all of the better times
and good performances, the ladies still lost.
Bowling Green was favored to
challenge for the crown and was
billed as the only team strong
enough to topple Miami. Part of
the reason tor the high hopes
was the fact that earlier in the
season BG defeated the
Redskins 71-69 in a tight dual
meet. The fact the Falcons were
undefeated all season also made
them look good before the meet
started. Why then, such a huge
difference in the final scores?
"MIAMI IS VERY deep and
any team that has that much
talent is going to score a lot of
points in this type of meet,"
Draper said. As an example
Draper pointed out that in the
very first event, the 500-yard
freestyle swim, Miami placed
seven women into the final 16,
scoring 68 points. Bowling Green
placedthree girls In the finals in
the same event, scoring 24
points.
"We swam better (than we
had) in most of the events but
they just had too many kids
there. Draper said. ''Miami
certainly swam very well."
"We were one breath away
from having an absolutely perfect season," Drpaer said, "I
can't be dissapointed with that"

BG ousted from toumey by KSCI
KENT - For the Bowline
Green women's basketball
team, it's all over but the crying.
Mid-American Conference
celler-dweller, Kent State, overcame the Falcons' 17-point second half advantage to upset BG,
in overtime, 67-65, Saturday.
The loss, coupled with Northern Illinois' win over Eastern
Michigan, knocked the Falcons
from the four-team MAC tournament on March 8-9 in Toledo's
Centennial Hall. Central Michigan won the MAC regular-season title with a 15-3 mark.
Western Michigan was second at
144, followed by Miami, 124,
and fourth-place NTU at 11-7.
"I'm far from satisfied with
this season," BG coach Fran
Voll said. "I would have liked to
have made it to the playoffs, but
«DU cant discount this season.
'e were very inexperienced,
but now we have something to
build on."
The Falcons raced to a 34-21
lead in the first half, behind
Rhonda Moore and Dawn
Brown, who each scored 12
points. The Flashes were led by
Judy Dumm's nine points.
BG CAME OUT of the locker
room on fire and built their lead
to 44-27 with 14:20 left. With
11:46 remaining, and the Falcons still holding a 16-point advantage, KSU scored eight
straight points to close the gap
to 50-42 with 9:24 remaining.
At the 5:43 mark, Jennifer
Grandstaff hit a jumper to bring
the Flashes withinfour, 52-48.

Brown followed by nailing a 15footer for the Falcons. But
Dumm hit a shot, got fouled, and
complrted the three point play
by canning the free throw for
KSU to narrow BG's lead to 5653. Joelyn Shoup committed her
fifth foul on Dumm to foul out of
the game with 3:37 left.
"when we lost Joelyn, we Just
couldn't get a rebound," Voll
said. "They were too big."
Brown answered Dumm with
a three-point play of her own to
give the Falcons a 5943 lead
with 2:44 remaining, but that
was the last point scored by BG
in regulation as Dumm scored
on a snort jump shot and Grandstaff buried two long jumpers to
send the game into overtime.
KSU'S AMY Schuler scored
four big points in OT, including a
fall-away six-footer off an offensive board with 2:51 left that put
the Flashes up, 6643. She also
added a free throw to give KSU a
6745 lead with 15 seconds remaining. BG missed several opportunities to tie the score as the
hut buxxer of the season went off
for the Falcons.
"No one thing loses games,"
VoU said. "We had an offensive
dry spell in the second half that
hurt us, plus they just killed us
on the boards."
KSU coach Laurel Wartluft
thought that the win over BG
was a big one for her team
"This was an exciting end to a
poor season for us," she said.
''We had everybody contributing, which is an unusual sight for
us. This team has a bright,
bright future."
The Falcons made 31 of 68

shots for 46 percent. BG was led
by Brown with a career-high 17
pints. Moore added 16 points,
followed by Stephanie Coe with
12 and Shoup with 10. Moore was
the leading rebounder for BG
with eight Shoup, the MACs
leading rebounder, was held to
only ax caroms.
THE FLASHES, who canned
25 of 60 shots, were led by Dumm
with 26 points, Grandstaff with
16 points and Schuler with 13.
Lori Ference grabbed 14 rebounds to lead KSU.
BG finished the season at It
13 overall and 94 in the MAC.
KSU ends up at 10-17 overall and
6-12 in the conference.
Shoup makes all-MAC
BG's Joelyn Shoup was
named first team All-MAC in a
vote by MAC coaches yesterday.
Shoup tod the MAC in rebounding with a 13.5 per game average
and she also averaged 115
points per game.
Other members of the first
team are Ohio University's Caroline Mast, Northern Illinois'
Pam Simmons and Lisa Starosta, and Central Michigan's
Betsy Yonkman.
The second team consists of
Toledo's Liz Meiring, Western
Michigan's Tracy Wells, CMU's
Sylvia Odum, and Miami's Tonya Stubbs and Linda Mallender.
The Falcons' Stephanie Coe
was named honorable mention.
Joining her are Eastern Michigan's Sharon Brown, CMU's Latanga Cox. WMU's Vicky
Musky, and EMU's Felicia
Hines.

"but I think it helped me to do
better."
The new face at the top of
the leader board was freshman
Gretcben Van Haitsma. Van
Haitsma completed the sweep
of the four events, scoring a
personal best (8.85) on the bal-

ance beam Van Haitsma's
first taste of victory came after
a long road of recovery from
knee reconsruction.
"I'm just coming back from
my knee injury," Van Haitsma
said. "It's like learning everything over again."

The Falcons travel to Lexington, KY., Saturday to face
the UK Wildcats.

by Ron Frill
•ports reporter

BG News/Swan Cross
Bowling Green diver Shannon Walsh competes In last weekends MAC
championship meet at BG's Cooper Pool. The Falcons took second
behind Miami.

Gymnasts

Continued from page 7
in the events with a first-place
finishes while coming in first in
finish on the vault (9.0) and
the all-around competition
second-place showing on the
with a 35.5 score.
bars.
SECOND PLACE all-around
Tiffany Kosmerl, coming off
went to Maria Dechiara who
last week's record-setting floor
regained her early-season
performance, managed two
form. Dechiara came in first
on the bar and floor exercises.
second and two third place

Dechiara had been slumping
later/ and started on the wrong
foot Friday, falling on both
vault tries. This proved to be
no setback for the freshman,
though.
"I got mad at myself after
the vaults," Dechiara said.

Greyhound gives
the Falcons

BLOW YOUR
FRIENDS UP!!
for
only
$1.69

at
THE PICTURE PLACE
Bring in any of your
favorite negatives and get it
blown up into a beautiful
8x10 color picture for only
$1.69.
:.:jjs.:jijjjest3

SWIMSUIT SALE

Round trip. Anywhere Greyhound goes.
This spring break, if you and your friends are
thinking about heading to the slopes, the beach or
just home for a visit, Greyhound can take you there.
For only $99 or less, round trip.
Starting February 15, all you do is show us your
college student I.D. card when you purchase your
ticket. Your ticket will then be good for travel for

15 days from the date of purchase.
So this spring break, get a real break (JO anywhere Greyhound goes Tor $99 or less.
For more information, call Greyhound.
Musi present a vahd colege student I.D. can) upon purchase. No other discounts
apply. Tickets «re non transferal* and piod tor trawl on Greyhound I jnes. Inc.,
and other pajlk-ipaline carriers. Certain resirictiom apply (Iffn effective
2-IWtt.l
i. offer limited Not valid mCanada.

GET WET IN ARENA
20% OFF all Swimwear
Saie Extended lo Friday
A FALCON HOUSE

IZft
GO GREYHOUND

C1985 Greyhound Line*. Inc.

And leave the driving to us.

your Arhklk Shot and

SoomAppanlHtodovantnini.G
OPEN DAILY 10 TUt

£

SAT 10'Tit 5
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Goetz's comments discussed
NEW YORK (AP) - Bernhard Goetz may be "digging a
very deep hole" (or himself by
making publicly about his
snooting of four youths on the
subway, New York Police Commissioner Benjamin Ward said
Sunday.
Ward's comments came as
prosecutors considered seeking
a more serious indictment
against Goetz, and as polls
showed a majority of respondents in New York and nationwide supporting Goetz's action.

A Newsweek Poll conducted
by the Gallup Organization
snowed that 57 percent of the
respondents approved of the
shootings, the magazine reported ui its current issue.
A poll of New Yorkers conducted by the New York Daily
News and WABC-TV showed 51
percent approving of the shootings. But while 57 percent of the
whites polled approved, only 37
Srcent of the blacks approved,
; newspaper said.
The wounded youths are

black; Goetz is white.
Ward, who appeared on
WNBC-TV'a "News4orum"
program, said public comments by Goetz suggested that
he might have "a Messiah complex"- a wish to be viewed as a
savior.
"NOW THAT HE has decided
to become public and make
these public statements, it Just
kind of reminds me of someone
who's digging a very deep hole,
and at some point the sides are

going to collapse on him, and
we're going to find out a lot
more about Bemhard Goetz
than we knew in the past"

self-defense after one of them
demanded fS from him.
Neither Goetz nor the youths
agreed to testify before the
grand Jury.

Goetz was indicted Jan. IS
for illegal weapons possession
by a grand jury that declined to
charge him with more serious
offenses recommended by
prosecutors, such as attempted
murder.
The 37-year-old electronics
calibrator has said he shot the
four youths on the subway in

Manhattan District Attorney
Robert Morgenthau, however,
was considering resubmitting
the case to a grand jury because an attorney for one of the
teen-agers said his client would
testify before another grand
Jury without asking for Immunity.

Report says skilled retire early

Military pensions criticized, benefit few
WASHINGTON (AP) - Military pensions, criticized by budget director David Stockman,
generously benefit only a small,
affluent group and actually
work against defense readiness
by encouraging skilled personnel to retire early, a private
study group said yesterday.

The observation was contained in "The Military Payoff,"
a report issued by the Center for
Budget and Policy Priorities, a
non-profit organization founded
in 1981 which specializes in analyzing federal benefit programs
and military spending.
"The military retirement sys-

1
I
I
One large t-item pizza
Free Delivery

352-3551

ml

tern, with an annual cost larger
than food stamps, Aid to Families with Dependent Children
and Supplemental Security Income, provides high levels of
benefits to a small and largely
affluent segment of society .the
center said.
"It is a far more generous
pension system than Civil Service retirement or virtually any
private pension system," the
report said.
"THE MILITARY RETIREMENT program, as now constituted, also works counter to our
nation's defense readiness
needs. It encourages the armed
forces' most skilled personnel to
retire at a young age when they
are Just reaching the peak of
their careers."
The report was issued nearly a
month after Stockman told the

DAVTONA BEACHINFORMATIONAL MEETING

<m

Tonight 9:00 p.m.
Unhart Grand Ballroom, Union

Senate Budget Committee that
he considered the military retirement system "a scandal ... an outrage."
"The institutional forces in the
military are more concerned
about protecting their retirement benefits man they are
about protecting the security of
the American people," Stockman told the senators. "When
push comes to shove, they'll give
up on security before they'll give
up on retirement."
Stockman said the issue of
military pensions had been
raised many times within the
Reagan adminstration, but that
he did not believe President
Reagan shared his views about
theprogram.
The center said that while the
Reagan administration has cut
most federal benefit programs
for the poor from 10 percent to 30
percent, spending tor military
retirement has been trimmed
only 4 percent
OTHER DETAILS FROM the
report include:
• The median age at which

military personnel complete at
least 20 years of service and
begin collecting pensions is 41,
meaning half of retirees are
older than 41 and half are
younger. Military personnel pay
no part of their salaries toward
their pensions, which are nearly
three times larger than median
benefits paid by private pension
plans.
• Because they begin drawing
retirement pay earlier than
most other people, total lifetime
benefits "vastly outstrip" those
earned by civilians. An Army
colonel or Navy captain leaving
after 20 years will collect an
average of $590,000 in pension
payments.
• After leaving the service,
most retirees begin new careers, adding this pay to their
retirement Income and often
qualifying for still another pension when they turn 85. In 1983,
at least 29 percent of the officers
who retired with the rank of
major or above went to work for
defense contractors.

Poll tests
Celeste's
support
COLUMBUS (AP) - A
statewide telephone poll under
way by the Ohio Republican
Party pits Democrat*: Gov.
Richard Celeste against six
GOP candidates - including
Cleveland Mayor George Voinovich, who has announced he will
not run for governor next year.
Voinovich announced Feb. 13
that he would seek re-election as
mayor this year and not run for
governor. At that time, Ohio
Republican Chairman Michael
F. Couey said Voinovich's name
would not be included in the poll
by Market Opinion Research of
Detroit. The poll started last
Monday.
OTHER POSSIBLE REPUBLICAN candidates matched
against Celeste are former Gov.
James A Rhodes, Senate President Paul E. Gillmor, state Sen.
Paul E. Pfeifer state Rep.
Thomas A Van Meter and ft.
David Thomas, founder of Wendy's.
Thomas is also matched
against U.S. Sen. John Glenn in
a possible Senate contest next
year. In another possible 1966
contest, Hamilton County Commissioner Robert A. Taft II is
paired against Secretary of
State Sberrod Brown.
The poll notes that Rhodes will
be 77 at the time of next year's
election. If Rhodes would decide
to run, he would be seeking an
unprecedented fifth, four-year
term.
The poll also asks specific
questions about the Republican
plan to cut state income taxes by
30 percent over three years and
Celeste's plan to cut taxes by 10
percent over two years.

Application For

HOLLIS

A. MOORE MEMORIAL
SCHOLARSHIP

Deadline: Friday, March 29, 1985

Omicron Delta Kappa
National Honors Society
Applications available in:
-UAO office, 3rd floor Union
-Resistrar's office, 110 Ad. Building
-Student Activities, 410 Student Services
Applications due March 22nd
in the UAO office, 3rd floor Union
Juniors and Seniors only
Honors Society for people with strong qualities in scholarship, leadership, athletics,
art and community services.

JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE
Apartments Available for Summer & Fall
521 E. Merry (near the Towers)
2 BR - Furnished
715 Third St.
1 BR - Furnished (Summer only)
719 Third St.
1 BR - Furnished (Summer only)
840 Sixth St. at S. College (Rockledge)
2 BR - Furnished
850 Sixth St. at S. College (Rockledge)
2 BR - Furnished
831 Seventh St.
2 BR - Furnished
Forest Apts. - S. College and Napoleon Rd.
2 BR - Furnished or Unfurnished
449 S. Enterprise
1 BR - Stove and Refrig. furnished
455 S. Enterprise
1 BR - Stove and Refrig. furnished
John Newlove Real Estate
For More Details, Call
354-2260 or 352-3841 (12-4pm)
or 352-6553

The Hollla A. Moor* Memorial Scholarship >■■ sstabllahed to recognize atudenta who
contribute to Bowling Green State University through participation and leadership In
University Community activities. The first award will be la the amount of $500.
The recipient must be a rising Junior or Senior, maintain a 3.0 G.P.A., demonstrate active
participation in University organizations and be available for a personal Interview with the
selection committee.
The application along with any supporting materials must be submitted to the Office of the
Vice President for University Relations, Mlletl Alaanl Center by 5:00 p.m.. Friday, March 29,
1985.
The recipient will be notified prior to any public announcement, on or about April 15, 1985.
Applications are available In the Office of the Vice President for (Jnlveralty ftelatlona. Mlletl
Alumni Center.

UNDEGRADUATE
STUDENT
GOVERNMENT

MEETING
WEDNESDAY MARCH 6 7:30 p.m.
McFall Center Assembly Room

OPEN FORUM WITH
Dr. Paul Olscamp
ORIENTATION BOARD, ASSISTANTS, AND LEADERS
CONGRATS ON ANOTHER SUPERB
ORIENTATION LEADER TRAINING
A SPECIAL THANKS TO:
Mel Greek
Mary Montforton
Tim Foley
Kelly McGough
Terri Tronbridge
Joann Sheeran
Fran Storm
Christy Kirchhoff

Janet Baker
Sandi George
David Jackson
Lynn Mordarski
Debbie Clinton
Charlotte Patton
Mary Ellen Rhodes
Jeff Johnston
David Biesiada

Karen Briechle
Anne Kern
Laura Schnitzer
Sherri Sanders
Kay Wilson
Jeff Longwell
Aimee Felder
Tim Laird

I STAY PSYCHED FOR THE FALL!
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Lead reduction ordered
Study links gasoline lead with health problems
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Environmental Protection
Agency yesterday ordered the
nation's refiners to take 91
percent of the lead out of gasoline this year and said it might
speed up a complete ban because of new studies tentatively linking it to high blood
pressure.
"There is no doubt in my
mind that lead in the environment is still a national health
problem and that gasoline is a
major contributor to lead exposure," EPA Administrator
Lee M. Thomas told a news
conference.
Unleaded regular gasoline
costs more thanleaded regular
gasoline by about 7 to 10 cents
per gallon, and EPA said yesterday's action means the cost
of producing all gasoline will
rise by an average of 2 cents
per gallon. However, EPA had
no estimate on how companies
would pass along to consumers
this extra cost among their

various grades of gasoline. But
the agency expects the 7-to lucent difference to narrow.
Lead, a powerful poison,
long has been known to cause
mental derangement and
death in high concentrations
and kidney damage, anemia
and mental retardation at
lower levels. It has been used
in gasoline since 1923 to increase octane ratings.
EPA HAS been working
since 1973 to reduce lead in
gasoline, at first to prevent it
from damaging the pollution
control devices on cars but
later also to reduce the exposure of children under eight
years old. Since 1975, cars
equipped with catalytic converters to control pollution which today is all cars sold in
the United States - have been
supposed to use unleaded fuel.
Yesterday's action requires
refiners to reduce the maximum lead concentration in

leaded fuel from 1.1 grams per
gallon to 0.5 gram by July 1
and 0.1 gram by Jan. 1,1986.
The agency also said it will
seek public comment on a total
ban on lead in gasoline by 1988.
When it proposed the 91 percent reduction last summer, it
gave 1995 as a possible wind-up
Since last summer, studies
have been reported "that sug6est a strong correlation beveen blood lead and blood
pressure, and that reductions
in blood lead levels would result in substantial health benefits," Thomas' statement said.
The decision was welcomed
by environmental groups.
"This is a long overdue turning
point in one of the nation's
most protracted environmental disputes," said Eric Goldstein, an attorney for the
Natural Resources Defense
Council.

Mosque roof bombed
MAARAKE, Lebanon (AP) -A
bomb explosion yesterday shattered the upper floor of a mosJue in this stronghold of Shiite
loslem resistance to Israeli occupation, and the United Nations said 12 people were killed
and 25 wounded in the blast.
Lebanese police said there were
15 dead and 30 wounded.
Hie explosive charge was on
(he roof over the offices of the
Shiite Amal militia, south Lebanese security forces said. The
blast collapsed the two-story
stone mosque's upper floor and
among the dead were two guerrilla leaders and an infant, apparently crushed by falling
concrete.
U.N. spokesman Timur Goksel said there were 12 dead and
25 wounded after French U.N.
forces and rescue workers completed a search of the rubble.
The Lebanese police independently issued a higher casualty
toll.
The explosion came a day

Ninth-grader charged in slaving

Student killed in school rumble
WEST CHESTER, Ohio (AP)
- A former school official says
strife is something new to students here, where a classmate
was slain more than a week ago
in what the Butler County sheriff
called a "pre-arranged rumble
that went astray."
George Estes, 51, a retired
Lakota principal and former
aide to the Butler County school
superintendent, said students
generally got along well at the
southwestern Ohio school,
where enrollment has swelled to
2,300 students from the 400 when
Estes first began teaching there
in 1959.
"There were very little 111

feelings. Young people tend to
melt and get along with each
other," Estes said.
Butler County Sheriff Robert
Walton said the Feb. 23 shooting
of Joel Earl, 17, appeared to
have resulted from a pre-arranged fight that got out of hand.
A fellow Lakota High student
has been charged with Earl's
killing, and five other juveniles
are charged with failing to report the crime.
Tron Michael O'Brien, 16, of
Hamilton, a Lakota ninthgrader, has been charged with
juvenile delinquency by reason
of murder in Earl's slaying and
faces a preliminary hearing tomorrow in Butler County Juve-

nile Court. Judge David Niehaus
may decide then whether
O'Brien should be tried as an
adult or a juvenile.
ESTES RECALLS DISPUTES
with Lakota students in the 1960s
and 1970s over issues such as
hair length and dress, but he
says those were common to
other schools in that era of social
change.
"We've had very few problems with community support
because the people who live in

the district are pro-education,"
Estes said. "It's a community of
relatively high-income people
who work in Cincinnati industry,
and the system had maintained
the expectations of the district"
The school district was
formed in 1957 when Liberty and
Union townships jointly fashioned the district in what was
then a rural area. Only two
school tax levies have been rejected since the school district
was formed, Estes said.
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PHI GAMMA DELTA
welcomes its new pledges:

NOW RENTING FOR
1985-86 SCHOOL YEAR
* Two-bedroom apartments
* Fully furnished
'Natural gas heat, cable TV hook-up
and water paid by owner
* Laundry facilities, parking lot, bike shed
available
$560 per person per semester (4 people)
Located at Clough & Mercer Sis. 1 block
behind McDonalds Restaurant.
Call Rich at 352-7182
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after Israeli forces ended a 24- Lebanese civilians lashed to the
hour siege of Maarake in one of vehicles.
President Amin Gemayel
the raids Israeli troops have
conducted in the past two weeks called in diplomatic envoys of
to curb guerrilla attacks on Is- the United States, the Soviet
raeli forces withdrawing from Union, Britain, France and
China to discuss the explosion at
southern Lebanon.
the mosque.
LEBANON'S STATE radio accused Israel of setting off the
PRIME MINISTER Rashid
explosion and residents of Maa- Karami said Gemayel asked the
rake, a center of Shiite Moslem representatives of the five peropposition to the 33-month Is- manent member nations of the
raeli occupation, claimed Israel U.N. Security Council to back a
was to blame.
complaint Lebanon lodged last
But the Israeli military week about the conduct of the
spokesman's office in Tel Aviv Israeli occupation. Karami
said it "strongly denies" any spoke after his coalition Cabinet
involvement in the town, about held an emergency session
seven miles east of the port city about the explosion and meaof Tyre.
sures to cope with Israel's deciAmal leader Nabih Berri, who sion Sunday to begin the second
serves as Cabinet minister for stage of its three-phase withdrasouth Lebanon, told a news con- walfrom Lebanon.
ference in Beirut the Amal comAs Karami's Cabinet met at
manders killed in the Maarake the presidential palace in suburexplosion were Mohammed ban Baabda, government troops
Saad and Khali! Jeradi.
and Druse militiamen traded
People in Tyre also reported a artillery barrages.
new confrontation between Israeli soldiers and Lebanese ciPolice said shells crashed
vilians. They said Israelis broke about 500 yards from the palace
into a hospital and took away and that one Lebanese soldier
more than 20 people. Three Is- was killed and 12 civilians were
raeli armored personnel car- injured in Baabda by the shelriers were seen in Tyre with ling.
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MINI MALL BEAUTY SALON
Qu^ & QaL Jfa;rcuh*6.00

Open 6 days a week
Open Evenings Thursday & Friday
and any other evenings by appointment
«(« -TicQ
>--_--__?_
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190 S. Main St.'
Bowlin8Gr^n

Meadowview Court
Apartments
Now Leasing for 85 86 School Year
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT
•all utilities included'gas heat'laundry facilities
•drapes^carpet'party & game room
•swimming pool»sauna
$270-furnished
$250-unfurnished

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
$270-fumished
$265-unfurnished
Plus gas & electric.
Landlord pays water & sewage

EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS

NEWLOVE
MANAGEMENT
Settle your apartment worries
before leaving for Spring Break
* FREE HEAT, WATER, & SEWER
* 9 & 12 month leases
* 1 & 2 bedrooms
* Carpeted
* Furnished
* Washer & Dryer in building
352-5620 "Newlove Management wishes you a safe & enjoyable Spring Break"

328 S. Main

$225-fumished
$200-unfurnished
Plus electric.
Landlord pays gas heat, water & sewage
Free membership to Cherrywood Health Spa w lease
214 Napoleon Rd
Bowling Green, Ohio
352-1195

Marc* 6. 1906
PLACEMENT BULLETIN it. MAR 6. 1985
IchadvMig OitCmpua
IWinW Appuailieanl*
The nral day ol akjn-upe lor ireervlowe during
the period ol Maroh 18. 1985. trough March
29. 1966. w« be hew on Woo . Mar 8. 198S.
at 4:00 p m at North Eaal Common*. Eduction Mgrvupa w. Oa hald al 8:00 p m m tha
Forum ol Ola Student Services BuUng Al
repays .ila muat neve a Feet Chorea Wanda*
Can! In ordar to urfcipala In tha rv»t day ol
akjn-upe Altar the Ural day. studants and
asumrwee may signup lor •ilervlewe from 8:00
a.m to 5.00 p m at tha University Placamanl
Santos*. 380 Studant Services BuUng
A Credent* Form muM M eubmited lor each
Inker.low scheduled at tha erne ol egn-up
H tor any raaaon you cannot keep your eppont
manl. pbkaaa cal the University Placamenl
ServKee onto, no war than 900 am ona
won. day MF0HE your achadulad Interview
Tha talaphona numbar la 3722368 Failure to
do ao «■ oa considered maumdant Nottca
Two IrMrncw ol IraumcMnt Notca »a raaul in
fortarlureole*gn-up prlvaagaelor lhanaidargnup parted.
NO SHOW POLICY: Faeuro to appear lor a
achadulad tieervlew *■ result ai rnmadata
auapenelon ol your algn-up prMagaa lor the
next rscrurtmg panod You are required to aend
a tetter ol apology to tha employer and Die a
copy ol true letter with lha University Placement
Sarvicaa Any student who twice laea to honor
tie* Interview commitments «* be danced
narvtaMng prMtegea lor the remainder d me

Thursday, March 21
Moore Buaataaafltiti Ml
Strongeva* Board ol Education 11)
US Navy (1)
WWuemen Sloraa. Inc. (2|
Friday, March 2»
Btoomneld Has School Oatalct (1)

Found Pang m Finance! Aid Office Identity
372-2861
AUSTUODfTS
OR
CAMPUI OKQANIZATION*
Tha Scwtlng Green Jeyceo'a Recycling
Center will gha you ICeehl tor your
aluminum cans. They also accept donations
ol newspaper and bottlee. Tha next operatingday M March 8,1M8 on Pea Road.
APPLICATION FOR HOLLIt A. MOORE MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP DEADLINE: Pit,
March 2». Appecattona .reliable In lha 01
flee ol the Vice President lor University
ReaauMie, MRaB Atone* Cwatar.
ATTENTION ATTENTION
THE IOSU AMERICAN MARKETrNQ ASSOCIATION IAMAI WANTS ALL STUDENTS TO
KNOW THAT IT It NOT AFFILIATED WITH
CAMPUS MARKETING OR THEIR TPJP TO
FLORIDA
ATTENTION AMA MEMBERS
MARCH S FORMAL MEETWM 7:J0pm,
MCFALL CENTER, 2nd FLOOR. QUEST
SPEAKER: PROCTOR * OA—LE
Fealty and QrarJ students, atop by the United
Chretien Feeowarap BuUng alter 6 18 tor an
Informal "meet and mingle" get together soon
sored by Chnebane m Corrarvjnlcebon.
ISA MEMBERS
Mtg 7:30pm March 5th
al Putts Purs
Come to (on the tun and eel
deectoue pizza'

Monday. March II
Rochester City Schooaa |1|

tOm THE ROYAL GREEN AT UPTOWNI
WEDNESDAY MARCH S. HELP A NEEDY
SOSU STUOENT AND MS FAMILY AND
DANCE THE NrOHT AWAY AT UPTOWNI THE
VICTOR KANE MEMORIAL FUND FOR THE
FAMILY'S MEDICAL EXPENSES.

Aaroqup Corporation 111
OeytonPowat 1 Light (1)
Monumental Insurance (l|
Orvo Youth Services 11)
U S Al Force Ml
American GreatmgeM |
Clermonl Board ol Education! 1|
EvangetcelLutheran Good Samaritan
StjckatyOI
Greenva* County Schcora(2)
(re-scheduled from March 6)
Hughes Arcreft Companyt2)
J T Ryerson S Sona. Inc.(l)
Sanduekey Cny Schcolal 11
Uarco. Be (I)
west Ckarmoni Local SchooaMD
WeatfleM maurance Compsmeal 1)
Dtoceaa ol Columbus Education (2)
Dorm Corporation 11)
HPM Corporation (1)
McDonnel Douglas Astronautics Co. (1|
OS.U. School ol Pubic Admirastratlon (I)
SandusKy City SchooB (1)
Weerfleld maurance Compantes (t|
Friday, Merch 22
Ubbay Owene Ford (Glass DMelon) (2)
Yeeow Freqht System, Inc. (1)
Monday, March 29
Denny's Restaurants. Inc. (1)
Monsanto Research Corporation (1)
Tueedav. Merch 21
K Man Corporation (2)
Berterton City Schools (3)
U. S Navy (1)
Wedneedey, March 27
Buckeye Pizza Hut (1)
Ceroane Freight Carriers (1)
Kings Local Schools (3)
MeBopotaen maurance Company (1)
U S Navy(1)

Found: Caagraphy box Identity Cal the Flnandel Aid 372-2S61
FOUND: Ckaoa ring In 3rd Door MSC CM 3643178 to *

LOST
Size 6 opal ring w/threo rjtomonda. H round
PLEASE cal 2-4239 Reword

RIDES
NOD A PJOE SOUTH? OOtNQ TO FLORIDA?
CAU 172-M2I RANOY. PLENTY OF ROOM,
peaC«NWOTIAlU
PJde needed to Toledo airport, tor 11:00am
flght Marchg Wl heto with gaa Cal Shuauke:
362-3270
RUa needed to Jamestown. NY (Erie or Bui
tec area) tor Spring Brest 364-8808

The University Bookstore wll be doaed
Saturday March 9 and March 18, 1986 during
Spring Break The University Bookstore art
also be doaed March 11 through March 16,
1985 lor the annual physical Inventory Wewt
return to regular hours on Monday. Merch 18,
1986
UNIVERSITY WRmttO CENTER PRESENTS
SPRING WRITING WORKSHOPS:
PROOFREADBNO AND EOmNO TECHNIQUES
7:10 PM, MARCH S, 109 MOSELEY HALL
NO CHARGE ■ NO REGISTRATION
FOR FURTHER INFO CAU 972-2221

75•119 I
Bacon or Tauaage. 2 Egga.toeet.coftee
Mon-Frl 9em-1 pm with tine ad
Expires March 3. 1985
THE CLOCK RESTAURANT
4t2EWooster

Check out our 15 $9 95 Rack
Over 300 Hems to ohooea Irom
Jeans N TMnga, Open ■ 8 p m

SERVICES OFFERED

CONQRATUALTIONS TO JOHN TRACEY ANO
KEVeM THOMAS ON THEIR KAPPA KAPPA
GAMMA ANO ALPHA PHI LAVAUEPJNQ THE
BROTHERS OF SIGMA NU

Al your typing neede
Prompt and professional
362-4017 Oar*

Corvgratutabona PEGGY VEDOA on your Pent*
Cabinet poeMon ol Promotion and Put*: PWatJona GoodJobl
Love, Your Alpha XI Data atetera

Cant compute?'?' CS 100 and MS 200
tutoring tor Bestc programs 6' per minute Cal
Thomas 2-6958
FOOTS TYPING
Superior queJRy on a Xerox memory writer
Si 00/page (da). On campus pick-up (M-F)
4 00 pm 889-2579
PLANNED PARENTHOOD
OFNWOHIO
920 N Main SI BG
CorvMenOst personal oara
Space. Ratee BOSU studenta
Convenient Appointments
364-3640

Al your typing needs
prompt I proteaalonal
352-4017 Clara

Sea Europe and Earn 8 Hours ol Credit'
SUMMER STUDY IN NANTES. FRANCE
Classes in Engleh
-Travel Agent wfl spaafcRecaetranon lorma avseaOle
Tueeday. March 5. 9pm
The French Houea on Sorority Row

the Coeege ol Heaan a Community Services e
awarding 6 SI50 00 book actioa-enlpi tor
1986-88 through lunda from the BOSU Alumni
'eeiraannn faacealentt rr^el tja aajdenas ai me
Coeege ol Health I Cornrnunlty Services and
a* be llllclld on tat bears ol rlnencea1 need
schoajrarxp. aoojot m achool and home,
other awards and honors received, paana alter
orsoUeoon paraonal reasons tor waning to be
considered lor the acrUanhlp, end II either or
both parents are BOSU alumni (not a require
merit). Appacahone are available in the CoHego
office. 102 Heath Center, and must be returned by Friday. March 22.

EM and Brian.
On our ofcee we're ready to crutee
Hope you're payched with tots ol booze.
Feb. 1st -do you racer?
Looking forward to rehtng It all
BkjandUIHeK
Bratheus
Mini legal kUnt

Abortion, pregnancy tests
student raise
CENTER FOR CHOICE
duwntown Toledo
419-266-7769

OJ AND SUPER SOUND
SYSTEM AVAILABLE
CALL STEVE. 242-4682
TYPINO SERVICES
16 yra experience term papers, letters,

resumes. 1 -866-2240. neeaonecle rales
Pregnancy Problem?
Free teats I help
ol Toledo
1241-9131

PERSONALS

Al Swim Surra 4 Shorts 20% On
Sale extended to Friday
Falcon House 140 E Wooeter

CONNS.
HAPPY BtRTHOAY TO YOU,
HAPPY BtRTHOAY OEAR CONNIE.
HAPPY BHTHOAY TO YOU"
LOVE, KM I TERI
PS SORRY ITS LATE
OANO. YOU ARE AGREAT RrDOMMATE~A
SUPER FPSENO ANO AN EXCELLENT PRESIDENT. THANKS FOR HELPING ME SO MUCH
CHUCK
Dells end Gemma Pin's thanks lor auch a greet
time si Anchor Spawn Maybe we can repeat as
crsewprum next year The Alpha Stq's
ENJOY SPPJNG BREAK ON THE WHITE
SANDS. OF THE GULF OF MEXICO AT
THE MARINER INN
BEALmFUL BEACHES. NEAR ALL FORMS OF
ENTERTAINMENT ON OKALOOSA tSLANO
CAU OR WRITE FOR RESERVATION
208 SANTA ROSA BLVD..
FT WALTON BEACH, FL 32648.
(904) 243-7168
10% OFF WITH THIS AD
(3 NT. MM. REQUIRED)
OFFER GOOD UNTIL MAY 20
(EASTER WEEK WCLUDEOI
Hey, Masai So you and llanche won't go
bowling with me, huh? Not hlgrvclaai
enough tar you? Then meet me al 909
Meillay Hal M 7:90 tonight tor a FREE
WORKSHOP an Proofreading and Editing
Techniques. Come on. baby, I'M even change
my ehfct Lore. Stanley

Enter

Slaters d Desk Zeta. Get excited tor tie retreat
on Saturdayl Wei be looking tor youl
8V
I ra reaay true that 'Whge work out tor the
beet." wel be together torever and ever.
Youl ekeeya be the "beet" In my book.
Love.CnrxMJe

SPRMQ BREAK FILM SALEM.
8 ROLLS FOR S7.60M .
1135.110.DtSC.126 100ASA 24EXP)
AT THE PICTURE PLACE
M THE UNrVERSTTY UNION
372-0891

Stacy PuuJee tor frogs?? Good luck on finale
next weekl Love, Ten
Susan. Keiy. and Kriaan Thanka tor being
exceaenl coechea during anchor aptaah. The
AtohaSHj/e
To Mouae end CMkaa, Oar lavorfle Plkae. It
nee the lest rnleina but we're glad we did It.
Teanks tor the great Bmel
Uea, easily » Aiiatndi
Tonight at Bratheus
Mick Payne
9pm-1em
USE YOUR UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT
GOVERNMENT WE'RE HERE TO SERVE
YOU. VOICE YOUR OPINION TUESDAYS
7:30 112 LIFE SCIENCE
THETA CHI BIKER PARTY
1 DAY
VRN FOUR TICKETS TO THE MARCH 28
HALL ANO OATS CONCERT AT CENTENNIAL
HAUJI BUY A RAFFLE TICKET FROM A BOSU
HEALTH CARE CLUB MEMBER TOOAYI

WOW KM FBJCHERI
CM OMEGA MOST OUTSTANDING PLEDGE.
Yiauw oijirosw wow so peitxw OF YOU.
a) It True You Can Buy Jeeps for S44 through
Sw US. go venal lent? Get the facts todayl Cal
1-312-742-1142 Ext 1794
50* OFF ALL CONVERSE
BASKETBALL SHOES
LOCKER ROOM
109 N MAIN
0 What at WELLNESS?
A Tha leagiabuii ol body, mind, and eplrtt- the
appreciation thai everything you dc. and trunk.
and leel. and bseeve haa an Impact on your
slate ol health
Want more Into?? Check out the Student
Wseness Center 220 HooWi Center 2-0302

will be given away at a 5 p.m.
March 6 drawing.
To qualify, order a 1985 KEY by 5 p.m. March 6
and be entered in the drawing. Orders are
being taken in the Union Foyer or the KEY
office, 310 Student Services. Or order by
calling 372-0086.

MMUOEHKM OPP«mjWTr€S
Wl tteki or experienced
HMngnowl Job Excnanoe
Cal 471-1440 Smee fee.
MAHKETINO
ENTRY LEVEL
HMNO NOW. CALL 471-1440
Job Excnanoe Small..

PrOBreealve company seeking arnCrooua InrJvHual tor aummer employmeni Exceaenl experience tor me newness minded mdrvlduel
cursumo s buatoaae degree Wl Involve tne
axrrjreabn ol ouengs and apadal events
Usnarnum ol two years ol unOergreduete eludy
end *Mbla houn a muat Sand paraonal
lr*rme«on or reeume to Oeeuga Lake Pereonnal Dapt, 1080 Aurora Rd., Aurure. OH
44202.
RADIO BROADCASTER
HUngNowi Cat 471-1440
-too Excnsnrje Srrxsl toe
THE FRESH AJR FUND, a 108 yew ok)
•■dependent, non-prom agency, sends 2500
laiderprMaged New York City cnMren to
summer camp, tree of charge, each aummer
To learn more about The Fund end Us cheaenghQ aummer camp Ofjporlure«ae tor coaage
•aidants, pan to meel with The Freeh At- Fund
rewaaaiasdis al the BOSU Cemp Day. Tueeday, March 6.
-TypratParHkna type, needed tor a quick copy operaeon Muat bo able to type a minimum ol SO
worn, eaidble hours sveeaOe Apply In pereon at
KTnkoa 326 E Wooeter
WArTERAMArrRESS (Regular) - 18 students
needed to work during Spring Break Stop by
Sajdent Employmeni omce. 480 Student Sarvtee to pick up a relerral
Wyandot Lake accepting appaceoona lor aummer ernploymoilt Cal 889-9283 on your
break.
Ptiys Ed student needed to supervise playground at Rtong Sun June 15-Aug. 15 Send
resume to Rob TJegmen Box 2. Rising Sun.
Oh 43467, or eel 487-8453
•10-8380 Weekly/Up Meeno Ckcuknl No
boseea/guotaal Sincerely ntereeted rush aenarljilliu envelope Dept AM-7CEQ. PO Bos
830. Wocdeaock. «. 80098

FOR SALE
ESCORT RADAR DETECTpR - STATE OF
THE ART M POLICE RADAR DETECTION
UKE NEW: WORKS OREATII t150 372-1837

Mtrsmurals-tntramursls-tnlrs
Women's and Coed Volleyball Sign up
now. EJsMaa are due March i by
4.-80 M In. Mudent Rec Center

eAaJOAWO PfiOOUCTi: Nona. Spenan.
Freedom RAF ases others, discounts HI wind
•ok. 178 South BroadkMgh. Colurnbua. OrxO
43209

WANTED

4 USED STEEL BELTED RADIALS. 185-13s.
ASKINQ $80. CALL 353-4138

JOM THE ROYAL GREEN AT UPTOWNI
WEDNESOAY MARCH S. HELP A NEEDY
SOSU STUOENT AND HIS FAMILY AND
DANCE THE NIGHT AWAY AT UPTOWNI THE
VICTOR KANE MEMORIAL FUND FOR THE

Looking tor a temek* roommate to share apartment with tor the summer. WS) have prfvateroom and bath Cray $237 00 paja electric tor
area, summer. Oil Kite 372-1818

Junior ami Leigh bee.
Congrats to both ol youl June, what a super
R A youl be. • Awful Towers wR never be the
same Knock em dead al Law School Leigh
bee I'm aura youl be greet. Way to go
dubnouee' Qemme Phi love end nwie. C.
KAREN BARLOW Whafs faster than a speed
»M hutor? You, on your hands and knees to the
bathroom tonight' Hee Hea -• gotcha aoeJnl
Happy 221 Love, Dawn. PS BEWARE ol
dangerous brown eocksl

Ultto Mary and Little T.mere
HI eweetleall Congratulations on going
active. You are wonderful additions to our
teeaty. I toe, you bothl DZ tore, Big Laura
Petrlck a Murphy purled Into Pearl Harbor on
the lelend ol Oahu vaelordey, finally safe
from lha KQS. Exhausted and hung over. Mr.
Murphy Immediately purchased s 12-peck
and headed tor tha beaohl
PATTY SCOTT-HAPPY 21 all
Hope thle year • lantaettc' We're going to rises
youl Love, Koty 1 Jonraa
Pack up MaiuMng land Albumslcsssettes
IONIQHT ONLY
7-«pm. 1012 Mualc
BWg. Extrea aaelabll 172-I29S
SALLY NOURSE CONGRATS!! LOVE,
STACEY, TERI WE'RE LOOKIMG FORWARO
TO SUMMER
SAM S'S HARPY HOURS- 4 TO Ism
W YOU ARE 21. WE WKL BE HAPPY
TO SERVE YOUI

Need an apartment tor Fel 86 only? Only S110
a month, leas than a block from carnpue. Cal
Laura at 364-8660
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY Ona roommate tor
the rest ol Vie semester. mate or tomato. Own
room, $130 a month. S Summit Street Cal
354-7749 Aak lot Pal d Brian.
WANTED: Onm non-a oklng female
tor 'SS-M achool year. Vary ctoee to campus.
CaS Sue or KeHiy 9M-7S02
WANTED: Riiimili tar Pal SSBering M.
Qreat tooaaton, one block horn campus. Own
bedroom Ca« SS4-7S4T for mere daSala.
Two Ismalsl need one tomato to share apartmant on Soolt HarnRon Rd , only lemlrHel nonamokers need reply Contact Women tor
Woman al 372-2281 tor more Into
numwiaste needed tor Spring/Summer
Apt. Comer ol S Coeege a Napoleon,
near drive thru Itaeionetla, Cal Don
or Damon 354-8141.

HELP WANTED

DOWN
1 Antiquated
2 Count calories
3 Nurse, m
Nanking

1984 12>speed Fu» Seggers In mint condition.
dark baja metafc pa*H. seoy nma 364-7358
FOR SALE Electric typewriter IBM Sekectnc ».
4 yra. old, exceeant concMon.
$476 382-4288
19.800 btu Keroaene heeler wrkoroeeno *
alorage tank. & ivtng room chelr. both Ike new.
Beet oner Cal evee 352 1220

FOR RENT
Apia tor rent, phone 287-4841 (local cal)
after 7pm
CARTY RENTALS
Houea- 928 E Wooeter
4 bedroom tor 8 students
Apte-311 E Merry St
2 bedroom lor 4 students
{Inc. heal, cable, water a sewage!
$130/eech- SSSS/eemeator
830 N Summit- $126/eech
3 man apt*- 318 E Merry SI
Summer Rentala al SpecaeJ Relee lor
Houses. Rooms -Apia.
Office Hours 11-4 pm at 316 E Merry-Apt 3
or phone anyllme for Into 362-73*6
SIJMMEflrFALL RENTALS
2 BR. FULLY FURNISHED APTS FOR SUMMER OR FALL— SPRING 1 BR . FULLY
FURNISHED APTS FOR SUMMER EXCELLENT LOCATION BOTH AC CALL 362
4988

AIRLINES HaMNQ. S14-S3S.OO0I Steward
eeeee ReeerveBoraat' Worldwide' CM tor
Guide. Directory. Naaratarter. 1-1918) 9444444xBG All

Ona and two bedroom apertmerrts/houeee
One to csmpue S and V Rente*, 9am-3pm
362-7464 Alter 6pm eel 832-7665

Caring volunteers needed 3 hours weekly
Wood Co. Humana Society Ctoee to campus.
352-7339

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Haromrooma
5 Dtacnbing
MchtlOf
part hat
9 Julia, tha chat
14 South American capital
15 TuKany river
10 Like some o*i»
17 Agreement
16 Ntght ttghl
19 Serb's rw.ghbor
20 Snaws first
novel 1036
23 Senate
membership
24 Every
25 Meter reader
28 Piper's due
X Twice as much
Abbr
33 Atahauipa s
people
34 "
Rhythm
36 Diva Victoria De
Angeles
36 Ponce de
Leon squest
42 Recipe abb*
43 Polish psrtner
44 Michelangelo
masterptece
45 Si«(h sense, tor
short
47 Jose s uncle
48 Intimated
49 Trouble
51 Throb
52 St end up comic
58 Rabbit B
relatives
59 Slips
60 Dash
62 Practical
63 As«eH
64 Pubiius
Ovidius
65 Certain alluvial
matter
68 Appear
67 Boris Or
Aleiander

Sharp RP-117 Tmntobre Play* both sides
sutolt«a»cely. Beet oiler Cat 372-4761

ACCOUNTING MAJORS
Warren Company eeotdng accounting co-ops
tor summer I 1st 1985 Pays about S83.'day
Ce> ths Co-op Ornoe at 372-2401 or slop by In
room 222 Aomin. BUg

The KEY
Spring Break Giveaway

CrXJaSESMPS HRHO. $ie-»30.000l Cambean. Hawet. World Cal for Quids. Directory,
—-. 1(9161 9<4-4444 x BO Crjae

FALCON CUPPER Harcuts S8-7. rxerstytee
$8-9. Cal tor an appt today! 362 8200

Congrats on going active!! I'm so proud of
yea, you're the beat MtleM
ChK) tore end mine. Your Dto-Cherle

Need cash
for break?

SO. AM. ST. FT
Study hard, pack test and get psyched 4 daya
■ Behame mania
Lotaa love • Sunshine, me
P S The oueetlon ■ not who wR tve up to their
racknama but who w. flret

Edited by Trade Michel Jarre
4 Willy lomin
37 Roe producer
53 Partot
5 Margaret Mead 39 Suitably
HOMES
sub|ect
54 Certain votes
40 Clock numeral
6 Shubarts
55 Heraldic
4t Salve
"
Ouiniet" 48 Thin boards
border
7 Later
48 Cab lor Holmes 58 Damsel's
8 Saucer shaped 50 Frequent map
lament
bell
57 Space org
adjunct
9
B deMiiie 51 Quarters
. 56 Embrace
10 Master
61 Neither
quarters
52 Detest
and the Boys"
partner
11 Do a pressing
Chore)
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
12 Meadows
13 insectic-de.
MI
tor short
21 Leavening
agents
22
the lend
25 Present
26 Win by
27 Porgiei'
cousins
28 Painted pony
29 Past
31 Cornflower
32 Diva Lehmann
35 Office worker s
skill

LlHl'lll lll.lf.IH
Ml.11'1.
i iiimi
ii mi < rjfjjjii
I1HII Ullll I Jl.ll 1MI-1H11
laLIUIl IllHllil
Mill 11411 H; 11 llll I Ullll
lir.Hlll MMI.I illlHlilll
UHl'lH Jl 1141II i ciuurj
HMiiiiiiii iI'm niiu

UUMI1I4 IJMIIII
I.H4llHf.UII4 LIMH IIIJf.1
LH.IHIlll llll Ml IIJ I4IJI4U
HIIMI1 HlillJI.III I'IMIIII
I4MI.III
Ulll.ll.l II4IIII

3 Mala roommatss need a 4W Share a large.
GmidoilBtto house extremely ctoee to campus.
Cray $126/per month-your own room, plus
usWee mckidedl A Hefill Merch 10.
352-3185

Apartments. Houea*. Duplexes
Cal 354-2280 or 362-8663
John Newtove Reel Estate
319 E Wooeter

Houses I Apia, tor 1985 88 achool year
SrrsMaogga Rente. 382-9487 Mwn. 124pm or 352-8917 oner 8 00pm
NaadF students to rlsots end houses Avel
now Near carnpue Ph -362 7386
Apt tor nerri for Spring Sei
2 blltroiat, luHy tern, apt Heat, Cable TV.
hookup, sailer paid by earner. Ctoee to
oeaaaee. Cal M2-71I2 a* tor Pach.
We aUB b*T* ■ Yajiatv of rantali av*Ueble for not aummer k achool yt*t. Call
IM«e1b«t«lieBlJlt)tlLTItMluMttT.
fltosotig roome aval Fum a unturn Aval 2nd
aameeter Neal « ctoan Cal Newtove Mgmt.
362-5820.
THUR8TM APARTMENTS
AIR CONOmONMO, FULLY CARPETED, CABLEV1SION. EFFICIENCY, LAUNORY FACHJTES NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER I FALL.
461 THURSTN AVE 352-6436
2 bedroom opts

l 352-4380

ROCKLEOGE MANOR
Large 2 bdrm . turn apt
iMae—lan. extra storage
Comer of S Coeege I Sixth
Cal 362-3841 12-4 or 384-2260
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE

Fel 1986
2 bdrm turn apt
362-2883
2 »Oftal APT8. FURN. * UNFIMN.
■ PRIVATE tUVMU MOONS
•ealor uaWtlee I cable TV lurn.
Ill btook erl cempue
Call Ten
MOP/*FH Tavvi'eioon ss2-ae 7 J
Eve's t ■•ettnda JtJ-lsoo

Merev aft t. Btaka SL, 1210 |

Cal 9-10 am M4-7H8
HOUSES ANO APAimwrrs Ctoee t* Caw

